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Summar_
Under Contract NASI-3899 Task Order 4, Ling-Temco-Vought
Astronautics Division has been authorized to conduct a study
"To Determine the Effects on the Scout Vehicle Structure Due
to Unconventional Vehicle-Spacecraft Configurations."
For this study, a Scout Vehicle composed of the following








Two (2) basic vehicle configurations were studied. These
are:
Case I-A 300 pound conical re-entry payload
mounted in a current 34" diameter--
-25 Station Heatshield.
Case II-A A 150 inch length 5 ° half angle conical
payload which weighs 300, 400, 500 and
600 pounds.
A more detailed description of the payloads, weights, weight
distribution, stiffness and center of gravity locations are
presented In reference (a), as well as, in the individual












As a result of this study program, it is concluded that
payloads representing an unconventional vehlcle-spacecraft
configuration, as defined by reference (a), can be flown on
the Scout Vehicle with only small changes made to the present
Scout production hardware.
STABILITY AND CONTROL
In order to provide the necessary Hp02 to satisfy the
long second stage coast required to meet-the desired re-entry
trajectories for payloads of Cases I-A and II-A, an added
deadband switching capability must be incorporated in the
guidance and control system. With the incorporation of this
additional switching function, no additional H202 tankage
will be required. A complete description of this required
change is presented in Section 5.0 of this report.
STRUCTURAL
For the Case I-A Configuration (with existing Scout
heatshield) no structural changes to the vehicle are
required• Also sufficient structural static tests have been
conducted to demonstrate the Scout structural integrity for
this configuration.
For the Case II-A Configuration, all structural analysis
was based on the 600-pound weight configuration. A new
Scout transition section will be required between the present
Scout spin bearing and the payload. A detailed description
of this new transition section is presented in Sections 4.0
_ 6 _ _ th1_ reoort Since this section is new, a
complete qualification program will be requlreU to demonstrate
its integrity. It is recommended that this new transition
section and the payload be qualified to the Scout design
criteria under one complete test program.
GENERAL
This study was based on the use of a Castor II motor.
To date, temperature data on the Castor II nozzle is preliminary
and all analyses presented in Section 8.0 of this report were
based on this preliminary data. It must be recognized that a
final review of the Castor II nozzle temperature and its effect
on the vehicle must be made after firm nozzle temperatures are
established. Based on the results of data available, it does
not appear that Castor II nozzle temperatures will have a












Based on the present available data, no changes in the
Scout Ground Support Equipment (GSE) are anticipated.
However, it must be noted that no consideration has been
given to the physical handling of payloads, (GFE) for either
Case I-A or II-A and no electrical interface has been provided
between the vehicle and its payload.
This complete study has been based on Nominal Scout Motor
performance data as presented in Section 7.0. Since the
study uses Nominal Motor Performance data and must be up-
dated for final motor performance at the time of actual motor
assignment to a vehicle, the small changes in preliminary
weights (discussed in Section 2.0) and vehicle drag configu-
ration (discussed in Sections 5.0 and 7.0) will have no
significant effects on the results of this study and are well
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INTRODUCTION
Under Task Order 4 to Contract NAS1-3899, a study was
conducted to "Determine the Effects on the Scout Vehicle
Structure Due to Unconventional Vehlcle-Spacecraft Configu-
rations."
This study has been conducted using the criteria
presented in the Statement of Work (reference (a)) in
conjunction with the existing Scout Vehicle and philosophy.
Maximum use has been made of Scout design data, studies,
tests and flight test data during this study. At present,
work is progressing on the basic Scout Vehicle to review
some of the critical items that are defined in this study.
However, this study was based on currently available infor-
mation and represents changes required to the Scout Vehicle
on the present state-of-the-art.
This study was conducted by the sections of the
Engineering Department that are associated with the Scout
Vehicle and is presented by the individual sections of
responsibility. Each of these individual sections contains
















U_ONVENTIONAL VEHICLE - SPACECRA_'f CONFIGUEA_c_ION
WEIGETS
Prepared by Reviewed. by














This section presents the weight, c.g. and mass moment of inertia for
two unconventional vehicles, Case I A and Case II A-2.
These vehicles are based on a typical Scout vehicle, except the fourth
stage motor has been omitted. Nominal weight data for the following motors were




The Case I A Vehicle detail weight bre_ is presented on pages 2.2
through 2.8. Center of gravity and m_ment of inertia data are shown on _ 2.9.
The configuration includes a 300 pound payload and a 34" - 25" nose cone heat
shield.
The Case II A-2 Vehicle detail weight breakdown is presented om pa4_es
2.i0 through 2.16. There are four conflguratioms consisting of a 300, b_O, 900,
and 600 pound payload. _
Vehicle stage weight, center of gravity and moment of inertia for the
various payloads are shown on pages 2.17 through 2.20. All structural, loads
and d_cs, stability control and trajectory anal_ses are based om prellm_
weight data shown on pages 2.10 through 2.20.
The vehicle weights, c.g. 's and moment of inertia data shown on Im_es
2.21 through 2.2_ reflect the current vehicle design and are included for com-
parison purposes to original data shown in pages 2.17 through 2.20. The weight
change between the preliminary and revised vehicle weights is approximately
-9.0 p__,_nd_-.The effect of this weight increase on vehicle performance is
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UNCONVENTIONAL VEHICLE - SPACECRA_
CASE I A
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c. Hdw- P/L Attach Ring
d. CVC Sep Syst - Minus (b.+c.)
e. Electrolyte
f. £xp Bolts - P/i_ Sep Syst
g. Hdw - Sep Syst to Mtr
2. Motor and Hardware
a. Altair (X-258) -Inert, S/N-
b. Ign Harn
. T .... I"°÷°'l '"" H=_"
d. Head Cap Transducer
e. Ref|ective Tape or Paint
3- Upper O
a. Hdw - Upr D to Mtr
b. Upr D Struct
c. Upr D Harn
d. Dynamic Bal Wts
e. Ballast Wts
Fourth Stage - Burnout
4. Consumed •Weight
a. Altair Interna| - Cons
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c. Spin Motor - ( )
d, Spin Table Structure
e. Ham + Hdw
f. Ring + Hdw - Spin Brg
g. Resistors and Clamps


















a• Ring + Hdw - Spin to Lwr D
b• Outer Bearing Race e
c• Lwr D + Components
d.. Electro]yte
e• IRP Install + Hdw
f• Tunnel Covers
g• Hdw - Tunnel Covers















a. Antares (X-259) Inert,
b. Fi]]et
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6. tv!otor Section Cont'd.
h. Tunnel Harn (T/M)
i. Tunnel Ham (Guid)
j. Harn + Hdw
k. Dest Charges + Hdw














7. Upper C Section
a. Hdw - Upr C to Lltr
b. Upr C + Components
c. Electrolyte
d. S/A + Hdw
e. Static Ba] Wts (225 ° )
f. Static Ba] Wts (27F °)
g. Nitrogen - Remain
h. Hyd Peroxide - Remain
i. Tunnel Covers

























Third Stage - 3urnout
_. Consumed Weight
a. Antares Internal - Cons
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Nose Cone Heat Shield
a. tteat Shield ( ) 242.;::5_ 43•5,_






a. Diaphragm- Lwr C to Upr
b• Lwr C + Components
c• Electro]yte
d. S/A Unit + Hdw
e. Tunne] Covers
f• Hdw - Tunnel Covers
g. H dw - Lwr C to Mtr
h. Head Cap Pressure Tube
L;otor Section
a. Castor (X_i 33) - Inert, S/N-
b. Litr Tunne]s
c. Hdw -litr Tunnels
d• Tunnel Harn ,..--.(T/r';)
e. Tur, J,e] barn kouJuj
f. 14dw- Tunnel Harn
g. Dest Charges + Hdw
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12, Upper B Section
a, Hdw - Upr B to Mtr
b, Upr B + Components
c, Tunnel Covers
d, Hdw - Tunnel Covers
e. Nitrogen - Remain












Second Stage - Burnout
1 3 , Consumed Weight
a. Castor Internal - Cons
b, Hyd Peroxide - Cons

























lb,. Castor Nozzle Plug
15. Lower B Section
a. Diaphragm - Lwr B to Upr B
b. Lwr 8 + Components
c. E]ectro]yte
d. S/A Unit + Hdw
e. Tunnel Covers
f. Hdw - Tunnel Covers
g. Hdw - Lwr B to Mtr
h. Head Cap Pressure Tube
16. Hoist Ring Installation
a. Hoist Ring
b, Hdw - Hoist Ring to Mtr
17 . Motor Section
a. Algol (11) - Inert, S/N-
c. Hdw - Tunnels to Mtr
d. Mtr Tunnels
e. Tunnel Harn (T/M)
f. Tunnel Harn (Guid)
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FIRST STAGE WEIGHTS (Cont'd) Total C.G. Moment
Weight Scout Inch-Pounds
Pounds Sta,-In.
18. Base A Section
a. Hdw - Base A to Mtr
b. Base A + Components
c. Electrolyte
d. Tunnel Covers
e. Hdw - Tunnel Covers 1. 815._¢ 41 .I# _ _ .#
First Stage - Burnout 17629.5_ 375.98 6628365.
19 . Consumed Weight
a. Algol (11 ) Internal - Cons 21458._ 65_.4# 13956283.
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Case I A Weight, X(cg), and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Fourth Stage - Burnout
Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
Third Stage - Ignition
Less N/C - H/S
Second Stage - Burnout
°/o
25 °/o
Second Stage - ignition
First Stage - Burnout
:/o
25 °_o°














,4261 ._3 _ _(__ ,v)u _r, ..),_,p.
22_994. _. _ I_I. I
253_8.5,_ 479.8_ 1375.16
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Ut_CONVEt_IO_fLL VEHICLE - SP__
CASE II A-2
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I. Pay]Dad and Separation System
a. Payload (No. )
b. P/L Attach Ring
c. Hdw - P/L Attach Ring
d. CVC Sep Syst - Minus (b.+c.)
e. Electrolyte
f. Exp Bolts - P/L Sep Syst














2. Motor and Hardware
a. Altair (X-258) - Inert, S/N-
b. Ign Harn
c. Tape - Install Ign Harn
. nu_u Yap ,l_,,ouu_,





a. Hdw - Upr D to Mtr
b. Upr D Struct
c. Upr D Harn
d. Dynamic BaI Wts
e. Ballast Wts
_._
Fourth Stage - Burnout
4. Consumed Weight
a. Altair. Internal - Cons P.P¢
I)_2_.
Fourth Stage - Ignition 6_._ 1482_.
$ - 61|_4
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c. Spin Motor - ( )
d. Spin Table Structure
e. Harn+ Hdw
f. Ring + Hdw - Spin Brg Att
g, Resistors and Clamps





a. Ring + Hdw - Spin to Lwr D
b. Outer Bearing Race
c. Lwr D + Components
d. Electrolyte
e. IRP Install + Hdw
f. Tunnel Covers
g. Hdw - Tunnel Covers




a. Antares (X-259) Inert, S/N(Nom)
b. Fillet




g. Hdw - Mtr Tunnels
.7_
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6. Motor Section Cont'd.
h. Tunnel Harn (T/M)
i. Tunnel Harn (Guid)
j. Harn + Hdw
k. Dest Charges + Hdw












7- Upper C Section
a. Hdw- Upr C to Mtr
b. Upr C + Components
c. Electrolyte
d. S/A + H dw
e. Static Bal Wts (225 °)
f. Static Bal Wts (27_ ° )
g. Nitrogen - Remain
h. Hyd Peroxide - Remain
i. Tunnel Covers





















_.i rd Stage - ,.,,.,, ...._. 145478 .
8. Consumed Weight
a. Antares Internal - Cons
b. Hyd Peroxide - Cons
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Nose Cone Heat Shield
a. Heat Shield ( )




a. Diaphragm - Lwr C to Upr C
b. Lwr C + Components
c. Electrolyte
d. S/A Unit + Hdw
e. Tunnel Covers
f. Hdw - Tunnel Covers
g. Hdw - Lwr C to Mtr









a. Castor (XM 33) - Inert, S/N-
b. Mtr Tunnels
c. Hdw - Mtr Tunnels
d. Tunnel Harn (T/M)
e. Tunne] Harn (Guid)
f. Hdw- Tunnel Harn
g. Dest Charges + Hdw























SECOND STAGE WEIGHTS (Cont'd)
12. Upper B Section
a. Hdw - Upr B to Mtr
b. Upr B + Components
c. Tunnel Covers
d. Hdw - Tunnel Covers
e. Nitrogen - Remain
f. Hyd Peroxide - Remain
Second Stage - Burnout
13 . Consumed Weight
a. Castor Internal - Cons
b. Hyd Peroxide - Cons
c, Thermosorb - Cons
Second Stage - Ignition
LTV ASTRONAUTICS DIVISION
Ling-Temco-Vouaht, Inc.
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14. Castor Nozzle Plug
15. Lower B Section
a. Diaphragm - Lwr B to Upr B
b. Lwr B + Components
c. Electrolyte
d, S/A Unit + Hdw
e. Tunnel Covers
f, Hdw - Tunnel Covers
g. Hdw - Lwr B to Mtr
h, Head Cap Pressure Tube
16. Hoist Ring Installation
a. Hoist Ring
b. Hdw - Hoist Ring to Mtr
17. Motor Section
a. Algol (11) - Inert, S/k-
b. Dest Charges + Hdw
_-. mATc. Hdw - ,unnels to ,,,_,
d. Mtr Tunnels
e. Tunnel Harn (T/M)
f. Tunnel Harn (Guid)
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18. Base A Section
a. Hdw - Base A to Mtr 2._ _!li i_ 5b. Base A + Components 721. 6_ 3
c. Electrolyte 2i_5 8"2 8_d. Tunnel Covers 1 815 13
e. Hdw-Tunnel Covers _ _1:_ 41
First Stage- Burnout 17697.68 374.#8 662_393.
i 9. Consumed Weight
a. Algol (11 ) Internal -,Cons 21458._ 13956283.
First Stage - Ignition 39155.68 525.51 2_576676.
I - m1124
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Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
5
Third Stage - Ignition
Les_N/C- H/s
Second Stage - Burnout










7_593 ,393_ _:_23_3.43 |45.12
367_. 43 15_. 52
5614.47 235.2J_ 172.36

































Case IIA-2 Weight, X(cg), and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Fourth Stage - Burnout
o/o
Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
o
25 °/o
Third Stage - Ignition
Less N/C - H/S




C .... A S$._.., i ,,, ,., _,,,JI;l_,lJIll_l I. illd_ -- I t_r_ | 11" | t%l_






. i I i ,
4j_. _j_ 5.23
24.7_ 5.23
4_z_. Cj_ 24.7_ 5.2324.7_ 5.23
4_. _15 24.7_ 5.23
442.8_ 32.13 6.39




313_. _3 Ib,b,.4_ 78.48377_- 147.!9 86.I_
5714.47 231.52 173.67
571_.47 231.52 1-L3.67
7_I _. 34 262.3) 264.5_
992_. 22 28_. _4 33 I..23
!4]29° 97 299:67 396._9
17497.68 378._8 682. II
2_86_._8 r_,1.98 I_6_.27
28226.68 )-l_t.59 135_.25
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Ca_e II A-2 Weight, X(cg), and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Ixx iyy
Weight X(cg) Slug-Ft**2 Slug-Ft**2
Fourth Stage- Burnout
Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
25 °_ °
Third Stage - Ignition
Le=s N/C - H/5
Second Stage - Burnout
_ :Zo
25 o_O
Second Stage - Ignition
First Stage - Burnout
o
First Stage- Ignition
_:_ _ _:,_ _
2,4.7_





58, _.47 227.96 ,Z4. _
791_._24 259.31 265._I_i_22. 2_7.49 332.54
12126._9 2tJ9.37 37_.41
14229. 97 _Y (- I 5 39_"- 2_
7597.68 76. _ 683.42
_,_ _._ ,_._.
2_326.6_ 479.97 1359.56
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Case II A-2 Weight, X(cg), and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Ixx lyy
Weight X(cg) Slug-Ft**2 Slug-Ft**2
Fourth Stage - Burnout
75 °/o
,lo°/o
Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
Third Stage - Ignition
Less N/C - H/S
Second Stage - Burnout
:Zo
25 °_°o
Second Stage - ignition









6_. k#_ 24,7_ 7.84
642.8_ 29.82 9._I
1388.43 1_4.78 3_.21
• 333g, 137.26 81.
397_]_33 141._3 88.
59_4.47 224.52 176.28
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1_v_sea Case IIA-2 Weight, X(cg), and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Ixx lyy
Weight X(cg) Slug-Ft**2 Slug-Ft**2
Fourth Stage - Burnout
_;.Zo° o
25 0/o
Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
_;.Zo"/o
25 °/o
Third Stage - Ignition
Less N/C - H/S




Second Stage - Ignition
First Stage - Burnout
_ :/o
25 °_°o
First Stage - Ignition





351.87 34.94 5.33 184.#7
,7_5_'_:_,_.3_ _6.5_ ,,6_._
• 2392.52 _:_i 65.]3 1754.543_._ i 77.42 1842.86
3_7.5_ 15¢.3_ 85._4 _919.18
5623.54 234.92 t72.61 21274.46
5623.54 234.92 172.61 21274.46
7_27._I 2_5.14 263.44 26773.62
9_31.2_ 262._3 33_.17 _e_18.43
14_39._4 3_1.47 395.83 3588_._6
,7_5 ___:_ 6_,_5 ,,5_,_75I_63.21 2L_59.2_2_771 .25
2_135.75 483._ 1357.1_ 26_74.36
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Revise_ Case IIA-2 Weight, X(cg), and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Ixx lyy
Weight X(cg) Slug-Ft**2 Slug-Ft**2
Fourth Stage - Burnout
o
Fourth Stage - ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
75 "Zo
,Xo°/o
Third Stage - Ignition
Less N/C - H/S
Second Stage - Burnout
;; °/o°/o
25 °/o
First Stage - Burnout
°Zo
25 °/o
First Stage - Ignition
._ 23.z5 5.23




IU45. _ 132.71_ 49.49
249_.5_ _ •
5723.54 231.22 173.92




175_6.75 ._ 682.1_2_35.75 _8_. _,5 _35,_.
3_6_,_.25 51_8.42 1_54.51
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l_l_lrlsea C_se IIA-2 Weight, X(cg), ,and Moment of Inertia
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Fourth Stage - Burnout
_;°jo°Zo
25 "/o
Fourth Stage - Ignition
Spin-up Items
Third Stage - Burnout
_ :/o
25 °_°o
Third Stage - Ignition
Less N/C - H/S
Second Stage - Burnout
_;"
_j / u
Second Stage - Ignition
First Stage - Burnout
_;:j.o
25 o_O
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l_rl.sed OeLse IIA-2 Weight, X(cg), .and Moment of
for Percent of Fuel Consumed
Inertia
Ixx lyy










































































































Inertia Matrix of the Vehicle
Iuertia M_trix of the Payload
Imfl_emce Coefficient Matrix of the Vehicle
Stifles _trix of the Vehicle
St_fneo| Matrix of the PaTloa_
Spin Bearimg Joint Stiffness
MBtrix of Gemeralizea Coorddmates of the Vehicle
MBtrlx of Generalizea Coo_di_tes of the Pa_Ic_
M_trix of Gemeralize_ Dis_l_cemsnts of the Vehicle
Matrix of Gemeralize_ Displacements of the Pa_ioa_
MBtrlx of Gemeralizea Displacemsmts of the Spin Bea_




Locati_ of Center of Gravity
Loc_tiom of t th Panel Poimt
.Modal Matrix of Vehicle
Modal Matrix of Payloaa
















The study reported in this section was made to determine the effects
on loads and vehicle d_amics of adapting the hypersonic re-entry spacecraft to
the Scout vehicle. The stud_ analyzed two types of re-entry spacecraft, the
first being a 300 lb. cone shaped payload which fits inside the standard 34 inch
diameter heat shield with the bumper at Station 47.7 removed. The second con-
figuration was a 12.5 foot Iomg cone shaped payload varying in weight from 300
to 600 pounds, which did not require a heat shield.
Areas of interest in the study for the first ccnfiguratlon were the
coupled modes of vibration and relative clearance of vehicle and paylesS. The
results of the stu_ showed that clearsmos between the payload and heat shield
is not a problem and the coupled modes and frequencies are not s_niftcant_7
different fr_n those of the basic Scout vehicle.
Since the second canfiguration was sisnlficant_7 different fram the
basic Scout vehicle, the modes of vibration and matural frequencies of the
various sta_es were calculated. The fli_ loads were also oaloulated. The
results of this study revealed that without provid_ an ad_Itic_Ll loe_t pe_h
at Station 103.7 (spin bearlng), such as a _ olaf, the third _ bend-
I_ frequencies were undesirably low. As an example, the 600 lb. payload funda-
mental bending frequency was 8._6 cpe at third sta@e i_nltiom. Therefor-e, to
Imoxtmse the stiffness, a _ clamp, which is torqued to limit load, is ]n'o-
vided across the spln bearing at Station 103.7. This increases the _olnt etlff-
mess sufficient_7 to raise the bend/rag frequency to 13.22 olin for the above
example, which is acoeptable. The fli@ht loads were found to be oct_sldar_h_7
less than the flight loads on the basic Scout vehicle, when the Ms,vwan o]aa_
at S_luu 103.7 is _sed. Therefore, no wind restricticms are required on
this oc_figuration.
3.1.0 Com_,,tguration I A
This cosfiguratlon was basically a standard Scout vehicle, except the
bumper inside the heat shield is removed and there is no fourth stage motor.
The payload is a right circular cone with its forward most point at Station
-ii.0. Since the bumper at Station 47.7 is removed, the payload is cantilevered
from the spin bedrid. Consequently, the areas of most concern on this con-
figuration are clearance and modal coupling of the vehicle and payload.
3.1.1 Basic Data
The beslc data for this configuration is the sam as for a Scout
vehlole mat of Station 103.7. F_-_ard of this station the P_71_ properties
a_e defined in the statement of work, reference A. The heat shield properties
are those of a standard 34 inch diameter heat shield with nnee station at
-25.0. The wei@ht and stiffness d/strilmticms are shown in Fi@_r_ 3.1 an&
Table 3.1, respectively.












In the calculations for the coupled, modes of ;h_ sys_m, the value
used for Joint stiffness of the spin bearing was .IS x i0° __ln-i_. The value
rad
used for the Joint st_ss with the Marmon olszp at the Spin beari_ was
.289 x 109 in-lb Both of these values were based o_ past experience on the
tad "
Scout vehicle.
3 •i.2 Modal Coupling
Consider the s_r_oture livided into two l_S which are elastioa_
uncoupled. That is, strain ener_ can be stored in one Part without in_luci_
defo_mBtions in the other part. Let _PA_ be a set of generalized co-_tes
_esoribi_ the cot_iguratiou of the vehicle and _ps_j 10e a set of geueralized
co-ordi_tes desoribi_ the configuration of the payload. Then the kinetic
euer_ m_y be written as
T ,/,. +V= (z)
and the strain energy may he written as
If the pa_ios_ is ooastdere_, as a ri@Id bo_, its _Lsl:,laoeweCs. oan
be rela_d to those of the vehicle _ a _eomstric tra_ormation
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Where _A] is the inverse of [_
the vehicle can be o_tained by classical methods.
We then have
[p,,]-[_,,][_,,]
and therefore from equation (_)











represents a risid displacement of the I_io_4 with respect to the vehicle,
we am_t conclude that
or



















Uslng equation (12) we conolude that
L co]
Furtherlore, we [d[4[<-Cq
[<>] [o] ]i I
so 1_bat the total "modal" stlf_s matrix for an elastloally uncoupled sys_
is dis_ozml. Hence
The vlhratlou mo_es of the coupled, system are obt_L1Bed l:y iter_tin_
where
(_.)
The matrix of ei_envectors to this problem are used "to determine the
•"..--_'_,,.! vibration __inches_ the coupled system in the form
[P,}




In this stud_ the first k elastic modes of the vehiolb and the first
2 elastic modes of the paylo_ alo_ with the mode of the rlsi_ l_Vlo_ hi_sed
1_ the spin bee_ir_ were used in deterzdnt_8 the modes of the ooapled s_q_tem.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 3.2 to 3._.
3.1.3 O].e_z_u_
Wavix_ the coupled modes of the s_s_em, the rel_tive deflection of
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area is for the structure to withstand i0 g's axially and 3 g's laterall_ at
the CO of the p_yl_d. Y_xi_mnn deflection will occur when l_ds correspondi_
to this criteria are applied. If it is assu_ed that all the motion occurs in
a single mode and that the vibrating acceleration is 3 8's at the C.@. af the
p_yloed and sinusoidial, the relative deflection me_ be determined as follc_s:
Since we have shown that




and for the acceleration of a sidle point, the C.@. of the l_yZoed for example,




or I_cc._= @c_ 'T,:.
-
P_e _ pL.
Thus the relative displaoe_nt of the heat shield with respect to the C.@. of
the p_yload is
=
or displace_nt of the l_Yload with respect to the C.G. of the I_ylo_ is
Since the response was ass_ed sinusoidle_l
(2z)
Pccl --- _j:j _. ..
aes_med _o be 3 8's. _etituti_ these ezl_reMions into equations














PP L = <_P.L_.:
From these equations plots of the relative deflection were _de and the results
are shown in Fisures 3.6 to 3.9. These figures show that when all the motion
is considered to be in the first vibrational bendi_ mode the relative ¢isl_lace-
merit between the p_yloa_ and heat shield centerline is 0.36 inches at Statlon
-ii.0. The cl_e at this station is ap_raxlzBtel_ i0.0 inc_s. If the
motion is co_sidered to be all in the fourth mode the relative _isplacamen_ is
8.9 inches at S_tion -ii.0. However, experience on the Scout vehicle h_s
shown that, in general, most of the vihrataz7 motio_ occurs in the first mode.
Relative deflections at other stations are s_r than at Station -ll.O a_,
therefore, of less cuncern.
3.1.4 Loads
Fli_ and hoist loads were not calculated for this co_i_tion
since it was not si_nificant_7 different f_ the _asic Scout vehicle. FurOr-
more, the _7_s_ic response of _he ps_71o_ does not appear to increase the loads
signiflcsat_7 from those P_7_ which do have a bumper at Station _7.7.
3.2.0 co=¢ ,= tton zz
This oonfi6m_atiua of the study consiste_ of a basic Scout v,dd.ole
aft of S_ation 103.7. F_ of this station a 12._ foot oons Shal_ed. p_rlo_L
iS a%_hs_. Sinoe the vehicle is s_ifloant_y different from the _aslo S_,
the v_hra_io_al ben_i_ modes an_ frequencies and flight loads are of in_.
3.2.1 Basio Ia_a
Far this ou_fi_tl_n the vehicle has the followi_ mot_ s_k:
(1) =otor - ., oz
(2) Seoon_ s_e motor - Castor II
(3) -
The s_if_s and weight _is_ri_utio_s fo_ this oo_fi_tion are
shoen in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.10, reel_tivel_. The weight _istributlon
shown iS for a 600 lb. _71oad; however, pa_l_ weights of 300, MOO, a_IL.
lb. weTe a_o inve_ed, with the wei_ distri_ion bei_ o_sisten_ with
the _ of work, reference A.
_s valaes f_ the _oi_ stiffaesses for this c_nfi_ti_ are ahown
in Table 3.5. It sheu1_ be po_e_ out that the value for the _oi_ a't;:tff_as.
_len 103.7 iS a_ as i_finitx, _,_ c_leulati_ w_re made with ths value
stif_as. _e value of .i19 x i0° _ was uee_ beeause it is the Iowe_
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Aerod_lc and _ data used in the flight lo_ds calculations are
shown in Sectian 5.0 of this report.
3.2.2 Mode Shapes and Frequencies
The vibrational bending modes and frequencies for this confi@uration
were oalculated for the vehicle in the free - free condition. Classlcal
methods were used to determine these mode shapes.
Ft_x_s 3.11 to 3.22 present the first and second vibratiou bendl_
modes at _nitl_ of t_ first, second an_ third sta_s for the 300, _00, 900,
an_ 600 i_. pedicel, respeotlve1,T. Table 3.3 is a sm-_ry of the n_tural
frequencies for these _s.
A suemaz7 of the n_tm_l bendl_ frequencies for the _ p_loado_s
when the Joint stiffness for the spin hearl_ is ass_ed to be
are shown In Table 3._. ra_
3.2.3 Lon 
The fl1_ ioe_s for this conf1_Ion were _te6 ua_ a
flexible bo_ dynsaic respome owqnxter routine. A complete description of this
ro,_ine and the neoessen7 lnlaxt _ta can he found in referenoe C. The input
d_ta lmolnAes the predlnte_ anB1ne perfo_nce of a _ _ IIB motor,
the vehiele weight d_rtG-l_d;lon with a 600 lb. Ix_rloe_, and the exa_t pitch
A more _ete, lle.]L 4eso:rtptlon of the pitch _ oan be found in
Se_io_ 7.0 of this report. T_e wind pr_ile use_ in these oa3_tto_ is
profile shown in the _oout Speoificatic_, reference B.
_e results of these oalculatlons are shown in F_tu_ 3.23, _c_
reveals that the iomda _ conslderabl_ less than the _ Ic_s on a Soc_t
vehicle. These _ were _alculated for a peak wind altitude of 27,000 feet
_d a peak wind e_ _ 3_ _/'-" which ..... + +-he _ e___+._-a_
dltlon. F_ure 3.23 shows that Station 131.1, the critlc_l station, experiences
21M, O00 In-lb. mexi_m flight _nt for a side wind. The flight allswable bend-
i_ _ for this station is 392,900 In-l_s. The _xi_a axial loe£s ex-
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U_O_WENTI0_ VE_TOI_ - SPAC_CPA_T
OF HENDING FREqUeNCIES
FOR CASE II A-2
ESPIN BEAR]_ = CO
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UNCONVENTIONAL VEHICLE - SPACECRAFT
SUMMARY OF _ENDIN_ FREq_/ENCIES
FOR CASE II A-2
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"UNCONVENTIONAL VEHICLE - SPACEC_ C0_IGURATION"

















The purpose of this section is to present the structural loads and
stress analysis for the vehicle structure required to meet the objectives of
configuration I A of the statement of work, reference A.
IESCRIPTION
The schemmtic presented on page 4.101 shows the payload support:ri_
which provides the load path between the payload and Scout's 23-002198 ring. The
payload support ring is machined from am aluminum rolled ring forging. Continuity
between the payload support ring and Scout's 23-002158 ring is maintained with a




The payload support ring is critical for Scout's fourth stage design
loads, reference B. This loading specifies a 4.9 g laterlal ultimate load at the
payload center of gravity varying linearly to zero at Scout Station 131 to be
combined with 0 to 19 g longitudinal ultimate load. The Scout criteria used in
the analysis is:
Limit load = auticipated load on structure
Yield load = 1.19 x Limit load
Ultimate load = 1.9 x Limit load
In accordance with the statement of work (reference A), the payload used
in configuration I A weighs 300 pounds and its center of gravity is at one-half
the cone length.
ANALYSIS
The stress analysis of the payload support ring is presented on pages
4.102 - .i06. Pa_load separation velocity is presented on pa_e 4.107 usimg the
existing Scout spring separation system. System efficiency was assumed to be 80%.
As noted on page 4.101, the payload is required to provide a shear lip to transfer
the shear load from the payload to the payload support ring.
_ 0F EESULTS














Item Subject Re_. Page
Payload Torque Bolt at Sta. 98.29 to 29 in-lbs. _.I03
Support Torque _ Clamp Bolt at 8ta. 99.7 to 81 in-lbs. .I09
Ri_ Payload Separation Velocity s 2_1_ fl_. .i07
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The purpose of thls seotton is to present the structural loads and
stress analysis for vehicle structure required to meet the obJeotive8 of
Configuration II A-2 of the statement of work (Ref. A).
Description
The 8ohonatto presented on pete k.210 shows the S_lOture be4_veen
the payload interfaoe (Sta. 98.25) and the Scout's 23-002109 Ring (Sta. 105).
This 8eotlen of the vehlole oonsists of a l_Yload support ring, middle "D",
the fairing, %_o Mb_nsn type olamps, and other minor itm. The payload sup-
port ring and Middle "D" are aluminum rolled ring forgive end provide the
primary load _ath between the l_yload and Soout's Lower Transitlen "D" Seotlon.
A ten ply (0.10 inob thtok) phenolio glass laminate fairing oampletely enve-
lopes the vehiole in that area (Sta. 98.25 - 107) thus proteotiz_ the sl_,'ueture
and oos_onent8 from aerodynamio heating. The _n type clamps provide oon-
tinuity between a). the payload sul_ort ring add Middle "D", b). Middle "D"
and Socut's 93-00_I09 ring. At the end of third 8_age ooast, the Fe_-_an type
clamp at station 103.81 and the fairing Jettis_ as a unit all_ing _he spln
mo_ors to spin-up the _ayload. At this time the spin bearing provides e_-
tinuity between Middle "D" and Scout's Lower Transltien "D" Seetlon. Beoause
of the low 8prln_ rate of the spin beezing whioh oause the vehlole natural
freeuenoy %0 ooupte with the Reaotion Control system, it was necessary to by-
_ass the spin bearing as a primary load path prior to spin-up. This feat b_
been aooo_plished by the "double aotlng q Mbrnaa type olaarp at Sta. 10_.81,
remembering that a olearanoe between Middle "D" the Scout 23-002109 rlz_ _t
be maintained to allow payload spin-up after olamp and fairing Jel;tison. After
s_in-up, the M_rman type clamp at station 99-7 Jettisons and the paTload add
Soout Third Step separate at the Middle "D"-payload support ring in_e_aee.
q_- ,_,_ _A .,,._. wln. _am4n. __tT_u_h_ tn the _vl_ after sem_ratio_.
Loads
Th_ loa_ used in this design are oo_slstent with Seo_t oriteria,
i ,e,
Limit load = anticipated load on struoture
Yield load : 1.19 X Limit load
Ultimate load s 1.9 x Limit load
Confi_mu_1;len II A-2 of the stal;ement of work (Re_. AJ eon_Id_rs
four (k) 12.5 feet oonloal payloads _el_Ing 300, _00, 900, 600 _ _Ith
their eenter of _avity at one-half the eene length. The slwuetatre m _e-













Three (3) different load conditions were considered, fourth stage
design loads, flight loads, and spin-up loads. Fourth stag e design loads,
as defined in Ref. B, specify a 4.5 g lateral ultimate load at the payload
cent_er of gravity varying linearly to zero at Scout Station 131 to be combined
with 0 to 15 g longitudinal ultimate load. Fourth stage design loads are
critical and are presented on page 4.205. The limit flight loads originate
in Section 3 and the maximum ultimate flight loads are reproduced on page
4.206 for convenience of comparison. Maximum flight loads occur at approxi-
mately 35 seconds from launch. The limit radial pressure distribution on the
fairing originates in Section 5 and the ultimate pressures are reproduced on
page 4.207. For this study, it has been conservatively assumed that the loads
on the reverse flare are twice the loads on the forward flare. The spin-up
loads are an arbitrary condition occurring for two to three seconds between
the fairing Jettison and payload separation, Payload spin-up occurs durin_
this interval. Theoretically this is a zero g condition; however, small loads
may exist from: (1) relieving the preload in the Marman type clamp when the
fairing Jettisons and/or (2) the "C" Section Reaction Control System. The
loads during spin-up were conservatively assumed to be ten (i0) percent of the
critical ultimate design loads (fourth stage design loads).
Temperatures
The fairing protects all primary structure and components from aero-
dynamic heating during boost allowing room temperature material properties to
be used. Material properties of the fairing are reduced due to temperature.
The fairing time-temperature history originated in Section 8 and is reprodu@ed
on paSe 4.208.
Analysis
A stress analysis of the subject structure is presented on pages
4.210 to 4.235 with a summary of the margins of safety on page 4.203. The
intent of the analysis is to verify the feasibility of this particular geo-
metrical configuration. In many cases conservative assumptions were made for
simplicity and expediency. When detail drawings are released, a more refined
analysis will probably result in a slight weight savings. Material for each
part has been selected and is noted in the analysis. In most cases, the
material was chosen from an economic standpoint. Generally, the material
selected also had the highest strength to weight ratio of those considered.
The fairing has high margins of safety because stiffness, rather than strength,
was the designing criterion. The separation velocity of the payload and the
Scout Third Step is presented on pages 4.218 through 4.219 for a varying
number of Scout fourth stage separation spring assemblies (23-OO216_). System
efficiency was assumed to be 80% and 100%. The Marman type clamp and fairing
Jettison system is composed of helical compression springs. Presently there
is not an energy requirement to Jettisoa the fairing and Marman type clamp
at Sta. iOS.8; therefore, this report does not contain a specific spring











Scout's 3h inch Heat Shield, th_ fairing Jettison system is considered to be
routine and an analysis is not pres,nted in this study. As noted on page
h.210 th_ oayload is required to provide two (2) shear lips, onA to transfer
the shear Soad b_tv_en the payload and the payload support ring and one to
suoport the forward And of thA fairing.
Qualification TAstin R
To be consistent with Scout criteria (reference b), the subject
structure shall have a static faili_ load test.





























































Ring torsion (Sta. 99.7)
Spring shelf




































TozRue Bolt at Sta. 98.29 to 29 In-1_. _.211
TozRue _ Clamp Bolt at Sta. 99.7 to 145 in-lbs. .216
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Just prior to fourth stage spin-up, the spin bearing becomes the
primary load path; however, the situation at this time is a "zero" g condition.
A deflection analysis is presented to show that Middle "D" does not deflect
and "drag" on the 23_)02109 ring during spin-up. Ten (i0) per cent of the
ultimte fourth stage design load has been conservatively assuaed for thls
condition. Loads of lesser ms,nit,de could occur from (i) the fairing
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5.0 Stability and Control
9.1 Aerodynamic Anal_sis
5.i. i Intz oduo ti ca
As part of Ling-Temco-Vought Astronautics study for the determina-
tion oi" requirements for modification of the NASA Scout research vehicle to
aooomuxiate the Unconventional Vehicle - Spaoeox_ft oonfi6_bratlon8 , aerod 7-
namio data mast be presented for use In traJectorT, stablllt7 and control,
and s_'uotu_ral analyses. It is the purpose of this seotton to discuss and
present aerodynamic coefficients and load and pressure dlstributlonl neces-
sary for these analyses.
5.1.2 8umaary
Two configurations are to be studied, Case I-A and Case II-A-2.
Cast I-A is a conventional Soout vehicle with a standard 3_ inch diameter
heat shield and a nose station at -25 Inches which covers the payload.
Complete aerodynamic data for this conflguration is presented in reference
(d) and wlll not be presented within the text of this report. Oase II-A-2
has the payload exposed with no heat shield. This payload is a 12.5 foot
sharp nosed cone with a five degree cone half-angle. The aerod_es for
this configuration are discussed in the follovln 8 seotlon.
5.1.5 Discussion of Case II-A-2 _ero_y_los
5 .l.3 .l Normal Force Derivative and Center of Pressure
The normal force derivative and center of pressure were predicted
using as a base the aerodynamic data for the Scout vehicle with a 20 inch
diameter heat shield and nose station at -i0 inches which are presented in
A_g._ A of -_-......v'-_'=_=_=_-,{a_. eJ[=_....__TT-A-2 _vlnad._ nose cone prediction were
taken from reference (e). Increments between the two nose shapes were taken
and the normal force derivative and center of pressure were thus obtained for
the first, second, third, and reentry stages of co_fi6_ration Case II-A°2.
Figures 5.1 throu_ 5.5 present these aerodynamic predictions as a function
of Maoh number.
5.z.3.e Zero Lift Draf_ Co_fflolent
The zero lift drag coefficient was predicted from the same _se
Scout vehicle oonfi6_ratlon as were the normal force derivative and center
of pressure mentioned in Section 5.1.3 .i, with the exception that the nose
station was at -30 inches. The cone zero lift dr_ coefficient predlcttona
were made from unpublished aerodynamic drag curves. Increment8 between the
two nose shapes were taken and the zero lift drag coefficient was thus ob-
tained for the first, second, and reentry stages of oonfi6uration Case II-A-2.
Figures 5.6 through 5.8 present the zero llft drag coefficient as a funoti_
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as a funotlon of M_oh number is presented for both boosting and coasting.
Because the vehicle will be in essentially a zero cl.ynamtc pressure atmos-
phere after second sta_e burn out, base drab has not been included in the
second stage predictions presented in Figure 5.7 and third stase Crag pre-
dictions have been omitted. However, base d_ag was included in the reentry
erase predictions presented in Figure 5.8.
5.1.3.3 Runnln_z Load Distributions
The supersoalo ru_il_ load distribution m prediol_d using
Newtonian Impact Theory, reference (e), and refere_e (f). The loads on
the small ¢ranaltlo_ flare between the cone and the "D" seotlon flare wore
nesleoted in this running load distribution prediction. The transition
flare is reversed, making this region extremely difficult to predict with-
out test data. However, the loads will be small.
This transition flare configuration was later revised. This re-
vision in configuration is not reflected in the runnin_ load distribution
predictions. However, the load ou this revised transition flare section
represents only about ten percent of the total load and occurs in the local
area where the payload is attached to the vehicle. This supersonic _i_
load distribution is presented in Yi_mtre 5.9.
5.1._.k Ra£ial Presage Distributions
l_dial pressure distributions have been predicted fc¢ the revised
transitiou flare between the payload and the "D" section flare. The total
load "on _he forward face of this flare was predicted from unpublished d_sign
curves. No information was available for predicting the loads on the reverse
aft face of this flare. The runnin 8 load _istribution for a Naeh number of
1.90, near where the maximum product of dynamic pressure and angle of attack
occurs, was predicted using data from the Scout vehicle aeocDd stase flare
presented in refere_e (d). Using the radial pressure distributions of the
Scout vehicle second st_ flare as aha_Ing factors add correlating these
factors with the predicted running load distribution at the respective station
looatloms, two radial pressure distributions yore obtained for the for_
face of ¢J_e revised transition flare. These distributions, differential
pressure across the skin as a function of radial ansle, are presented in
Y i8_re 5.10.
5.2 8tability and Control Anal_sls
5.2 .i Introduction
Nodifloation of the NASA Scout research vehicle is being considered
to aoc_oda_e two Unconventional Vehicle - _ecraft confi_umationa. Under
this consideration, a detailed stability and control analysis had to be con-
ducted to e_aure that chanses in weisht , inertia, and _eometry will not ad-
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5.2.2 8u,umlary
The two configurations to be studied are Case I-A and Case II-A-2.
Case I-A is a conventional Scout vehicle vi_h a standard 3k inch diameter
heat shield and a nose station at -25 inches which covers _he payloml. Case
II-A-2 has the payload exposed with no heat shield. Thl8 payload is a 12.5
foot sharp nose cone with a five de_ree cone half-an@Is.
In these analyses, the reentry control system evaluated in reference
(8) was used. Standard Scout criteria was used in all considerations, hey-
ever, a parametric study concerning second stage booster thrust aisaliKnment
criterion is presented. In the second stage capture maneuver analysis, an
ignition thrust level of 62,500 pound was used, higher than that currently
being predicted for the Castor II motor. However, the propulsion group In-
dicated that these predictions my Increase.
Both oonfiguratlons of the Unconventional Vehlole-Sp_o_Jraft have
acceptable stability and control characteristics far all stages. Case II-A-2
is a more promising configuration beoause of the less severe destabilizing
aerod_ics resulting from the sharp cone.
Rxtended seooQd stage coast times ranging from k20 to 630 seconds,
depending upon the desired reentry angle, was required of both oouflguratlons
in order to reset the mission requirements. The above aentioned second stage
reentry control system is not adequate to operate over such long coast times
because of the hydrogen peroxide consuwption. Several control system aodl-
floatlons were considered in order to reduce the second stage coast hydrogen
peroxide oonsu_tlon. These modifloations consisted of reduotlon in reaction
control motor thrust, reduction in nitrogen pressure, and increased control
system deadbands during second stage c_ast. The first two considerations
were either major system ohanses or were inadequate to 8sin the required
coast time. A study of the increased deadband concept during second stage
coast revealed that it was feasible to maintain control through out these
extended s_cmd_ s ta_ooe c_na__t tiros and not deplete the hydro@en peroxide on
either of the two configurations studied. Coflfl_-_tion II-A-2 is capable
of slightly longer second 8ta_e coast tines than Confi6mtratlon I-A because
the less destabilizing aerodTnaalos makes the hydrogen peroxide consu_
during capture at second stage ignition less. The required modifications
to the control system hardware have been determined and only minor wiring
Chan_es will be required to obtain increased second stage deadbands.
5.2.3 Discussion of Ca_e I-A Stabilit_ and Coq.trol
9.2.3.1 First StaRe Stabilit_
The first stabs of this vehicle exhibits satlsfsotory longitudinal
static stability. A maxinnm allowable unstable flexible statlo uargln of 76
inches for a Scout vehicle with the 3_ inch diameter -25 Inch nose station
heat shield was determined from Addendmn D of refere_e (h). This was based
on a d_o pressure of 3,000 pounds per square foot. For Confi_Aratlon I-A,
the i_nitlon and burnout centers of gravity from Section 2.0 were compared to
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pounds per square foot taken from Addendum E of reference (d). The unstable
flexible static margin was 36 inches, well within the allowable range. The
control moment remained essentially unchanged because the centers of _ravity
in this comparison were about the same looatloD.
5.2.5.2 .Second Stage Control System
The second stage reentry control system used in this study _s _hat
determined from the Castor II evaluation study in reference (g) and the second
s_age filter was that determined in reference (i). Table 5.1 _esente this
control system.
TABLE 9.i
Second Stage Control System
Control Parameter Pitch & Yaw RoLl
Deadband Halfwldth (Radians)
_ _atlo (_/_) (s_o_s)
Capture Delay Time On (S_on_s)
Oapture Delay Time Off (Seconds)
Coast Delay Time On (Seconds)
Co_st Delay Time Off (Seconds)
Hysteresis (Percent)
















The tolerances on these control system parameters were chosen to give the most
conservative results in capture and in coast. The second stage teOo_ bendiDg
mode frequency from Section 3 .O for this oonfi@_uration with a 300 pou pay-
load is slightly gre_ter than t_at for a conventional Scout vehicle because
of the absence of the fourth stage motor. T_erefore, the above mentlc se-
o¢_d stage filter is suitable for _his application. This filter Is switched
out durin_ second stage ocmst operation. This is reflected in the delay times
given in Table 9.I.
To obtain extended se_oud sta_e coast times, t_reased se_¢
coast deadbands were considered ra_im_ frc_ .025 to .1OO radians. A
points in this analysis, the term dew,band or increased dead_-A viii
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control system oo_tains a posltlve •x_i a ne_tlye _lue fo_ poeltlve and nesa-
tlve erro¢ slsnals. This increased seoond stage coast deadba_£ oonslderatlon
will be discussed later in the text.
5.2.3.3 Seoond StaRe IRnition C_pture M_neuver
With the i_Itlon of the seoond stage, a diaphr_sm is Imrsted and the
lnert first stage motor ease is 8e1_ated. The burstin 8 of this &iaphra_a oan
8enerate • lateral i_ulse whioh puts the seooM stage in a large an@ular ex-
cursion. In addition, aasular _aitlal coadition8 in rate and ¢leplaeement eaa
exist at the time oF this excurJt_. This transient exoursl_ has to be re-
d_eed or "eaptured" down to nora¢1 operatloa b7 the seeoad stage emtrol s78-
tea. The red_etioa of this tz_u_ieat motion, sometiae8 referred _o a_ =eaplmre
maneuver", is studied on a phase plane of a_ar ral;e a4 • i_tloa of al_
displaee_mt. Pbase plane analysis t_bnlquem temludtag tJ:r_t nlsall_ and
aerodynaalo aooelerations were used to analyze the oapt_re maneuver.
The maximum second erase 18nltlon d_e pressure was 3_ po_ per
square foot. This criterion is ourren1_y aoeeptable for the 8eo_t/_1;o_ Z
seeo_ sta_e oopfisuratlo_. The destablllzla 8 •erod_os _ from
B of refereDoe (_) were _oza_l Yoree Derl_ttve (C_= 8) : .37 F_ /Dog and _e_ter
of Pressure (COP) : Bta. 7_.0 Tnebes. A Oa4_or lI seooa4 stage no_or i_DltlOa
thrust 8ptko of _,_00 pound_ _s use<[ at the reo_el_latloa of the ll_opu181o_
_roup in oonJumetlo_ with • thrust ai_all_s_eut aa@le of .2_ _esree8. _18
thrust 8piEs was oouidered oo_ta_t over the time the oapt_re maneuver
bei_ negotiated. The Jpeoified weish_ for the _ylo_ of Cc_fi_Lral;ion X-A
wa_ 300 Ix_. The iaAtlal oo_Lltlcem of az_ar rate and dls1_e_mat for
the oapture maneuver were "3 desree8 per seoo_ and -3 desrees, respeetlvely.
The speetflo impulse of the seoo_l stage oo_lwol motors is 130 pom_-seoo_ls
per pound.
The sooond stage oontrol sys_ negotiated the seoond 8ta_e oapture
-,_-euTer in =!!8 raztlan8 of overshoot a_e. The 1_e plane anJlysi8 of this
oaptare maneuver is presented in Flgure _.ii. The oaptare maneuver is oonsl-
dered oomplete at point _ in Fis_re _.Ii. _ total oaplxLre time _ _.6
8eool_ _ the oapt_tre motor-oa time was _.3 seeo_. The _y(tro_ peroxlde
required for this oapture -_neuver _s 19._ pounds.
.5.2.3.k Seooad Sta_e Booat Hy_Lro_en peroxide consumption
The roll oha_nel hytrosen peroxide oo_sum_tlo_ darin8 8eoo_ 8taBs
boost m e_alu_ted from fllsht test results presented in refere_oe (g).
The required hydrogen peroxide for the roll ohannel during aeoc_d st_ boost
is 3._ 1x_.
The pltoh and yaw cbsnnel hydrogen peroxide oo_umptl_ d_rlng eeooDd
sta_ boost vas based on the oonoept that all disturbe_e impulse put in by the
seoond sta_./ booster would be taken out by the seoond stage oontrol eTstem. The
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were T - booster thrust, E = thrust misalis_aent angle, 1 : thrust
componemt moment arm, 1 c ,%control m_nent arm, and tboos t _ time the stage
is boosting after capture. In this calculation, Ttbo_t is the booster
impulse after second stage capture has been negotiated. The required hydro-
sen peroxide for the pitch plus yaw channels is 99.7 pounds.
A total rate chanse of 4.0 degrees per second was considered for
the second stage pitch program which required .60 pounds of hydrogen peroxide.
The total hydrogen peroxide required for capture, boost, and pitch
pro_a_ operation is then 119.2 pounds. The second sta_e usable hydro_n
peroxide is considered to be 170 pounds. Therefore, there is 90.8 pound8 of
hydrogen peroxiAe remaining for coasting and deadband reduction which will be
discussed in the folloein 8 section.
5.2.3.9 Seopm_ S_e De_]_@_ Red_oCion (_apture Maneuver
The consideration of Increased deadband8 d_ring second sta_e oo_t
requires a stud7 of sec_d stage deadband reduction prior to third stage l_nt-
rich. This de_dban_ reduction is necessary for dispersion accuracy of the
third stage. Inore_ed de_dbands in pitch and yaw up %o .10 radians were
considered.
The deadband reduction capture m_neuver _ evaluated based on an
increased deadband in pitch and yaw of .IO radians. The retaining control
system parameters Aid not change. The initial oondltio_ for initiation of
the deadband reduction oaptare maneuver were obtained by COmputi_ the an_-
lar rate and displaoeaent at vhioh the control motor comes on when the phase
plane trajectory break_ out of the de_db_d at the Increased deadband limit
cycle velocity. At the instant lie control motor c_es on, the increased
deadband is assumed to be svitched back %o .029 radiams. The phase plane
t_ajec_y is then computed down to a point in time where limit cycle velo-
city is obtained for the .029 radlan deadband.
•-ni8 ticK,band re_uc%ion cap_A_re maneuver occurs a_ a zero d_c
pressure and in a second stage co-sting condition so that the only existing
an_lar acceleration is that from the control motors. This phase plane
analysis is presented in Fisure 9.12. The time required to 8o from point 1
to point I0 in Figure 5.12 is _.3 second and the motor on time .76 seconds.
The variation in these times with the amount of increased dead_ is assumed
to be linear. Only the time from point I to point 6 Is affected by the amount
of _eadband increase. The tim from point 6 to point i0 is assumed constant
for any dead, and increase. Under these considerations, the variation in dead-
band reduction time an_ motor-on time with increased deadband is presented
in Yis_res 5.13 and 5.1h, respectively. _he h_drogen peroxide required for
the dead, and reduction as a functlon of Increased dea£band is presented in
Figure _.19.
5.2.).6 Sec.ond Sta_e Coast Hydrogen Peroxide Flow Rate
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oontrol system presented in Table _.i of Seotlon 5.2.3.2. However, varlatlons
in deadband were considered up to .i0 radlans. Duty oyole _al ocml_ted in
pltoh, yaw, and roll for eaoh deadbe_xt oonsldered. Yl_tre 5.16 and 5.17
present the duty cyole a8 a funottoD of tnorease4 deadbaDd f_ the pttoh or
yaw and roll ebannel8, respectlvely. _he toleranoe8 on the oomtrol system
parameters were selected to obtain the largest possible dnty 07o10. The total
flow rates for pltoh plus yaw ohannels were ocmputed based on the above
mentioned _ty oyole8 a_ are presented for .0_ add .0_8 radA&D roll dee_-
in F1_es 5.18 az_ _.19, respeotlvely.
5.2.3.7 sw a
_e ImJor _rlatl_ in seaon4 sta_e ooast time vlth laoreeaedAm4-
bend 18 in l_e plteh a_ yaw e_nuels rather then in the roll ebaxm_. For
thas reason, only We roll 44adbsads have been oc_ldered, the flrst be_ a
stan4ard reentry roll _eadbsnd of .0_5 ra_a_ aria the 8eecmd beln4 aa a_-
bltrar; roll of .0698 z Lleuw  e eee). .eoc L ro1.1.
wM ohoeen st_ll to show the 0east time variation for a o_mp in roll 4.ead.-
bead.
The h_Lro6en peroxlde requirements for seo_ 8ta6e lgnitlon capture,
boost, plteh _._, aa_ dAmd_ reduetloa as a tU_tl_ of :U_ee_e_ dee£-
tin4 o_b_NA a_ mabta_et_L from the _ usable soom_ sta4e hTd_oKml
perext4e oapo.olt]r of 170 poemS. 'i_t8 hy&rogen peroxide _Liffe_me m divided
by flow m_ to obtain oeo_ ltal_ ocast tlae as a ftmetloo of laerease_ plt_h
aa4 yaw 4eeAbsa4s for the We roll _esdl_4s ocosldered. Tr_eetm_ ansl_sls
8upplled the w_latton of reentry aa_le vlth seeoo4 sla_s scant _l_e. The
varlatto_ of plte_ and _,m Aeaaban_ and reentry angle with seeoo4 eta@e e_set
t_JnO as a funotLon of the t_o roll 4e_ ocnsl&ered 18 IEesente4 in
Fi_e 5020. By the elIL_lon Gr ti_e as a variable, the pltoh aa4 3ll,V d_-
_ea44 as a fuaotiol_ of reentry an_le for t_e t_o roll Aeadbands Is presente4
In Y14.re 5.21.
_he 1_3_51st nisallsumen_ 8nsle for the C84tmr II soooo4 eta_o mo_
_a8 sas_o4 to be ._3 4sKies vhiob was taken from the _as_ I mot_ oval_a-
tt_. To 8tu_V effeete o_ 1_m_st _isalt_ent on see_ sta4e ocsst tiae,
a_es r_ f_ .2_ to .15 d_ees were oonslaered. It _s asm_ed t_t
the t_ alsalli_nt angle vottl_ affeet o_ the pi1_=h sa4 yaw obsanel hT-
peroxite o_u_l)tl_ _urla_ |eOu_A e_a_o beset a_ t_at a11 othe," faetors
vouli r_Lm o_nt. FIKure 5._ present8 the inore_en_l soO_ s_4e oc_st
time per .0_ d_ees of thrust _li_ll_nt an_le M a tunotl_a OF plt4_ and
7sv _ ¢_r t_e t_o roll d_ oonsi_Lere4. From the equation pre-
seated in Oeetlola 5.2._.k, the seee_L sla_e ocmet tlae Is seen to be a llasar
ib_etloO of t_t aisali_nt an_le. _e data in Figure 5._ _ applled
1;o t_e 4ata in Ylgare 5.21 to obtain the wwlatlon in pttoM aa4 yaw 4es4_ls
and reenlwy sable vlth second sta41e Ooast tlsm as • fuaotlo_ of _t als-
a11gme_t an_e for • roll desd_mA of .0@5 rMJ_ vhleh 18 presented in
Fl_m_e 5.2_. Ytl_'e 5.2k preseal;e t_e _arlstl_ of plteb and yav
with z_e_t_7 angle as a fuaetlon of thrust alsall_pmsnt a_@Xe for a I"o11 4.ead-
ba_ of .0L_ r_. This _ea'l_tlom _ obtatJae_ by ellalastla8 tt_e ae a
variable fr_ Ft_e _.23. Yi_wee _.2_ a_l _.26 in"eoonte th18 mum laf_-
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5.2.3.8 Third _e Considerations
The third stabs does not present any s_ablllty and control problems
vlth the existing control system. _e mission requirement of Io_ s_onGl stage
coast time places the third stage capture maneuver in a zero d_ne_o pressure
atmosphere. A short third stage coast time is required prior to the spin-up
and separation of the payload. Therefore, third sta_e hydrogen peroxide con-
sumption Is no problem.
_.2.k Dlseusslca 9_ Cale IT-A-2 Stabilit I and Control
5.2._.z Fir:t St_ StablZlt7
The first stage of this vehicle exhibits oatisfact_ry lo_itudl-
_i static stability. A m_xIIm allowable unstable flexible static margin
of 76 inches vas discussed in Seetlon 5.2.3.1. For Ccufi_ratlon IZ-A-2,
the mlni_ flexible stable static margin is 2_ Inches, a_suming 8ecut flexi-
bility at a dyn_c pressure of 3,000 pounds per square foot. This stable
static margin Is based on the lightest payload velght, 300 poands, givlz_ the
most aft center of Kravity and Is seen in Figure _.2.
._.2.k.2 Second RtS_e CoQtrol System
The second s_ control system for Confi_ratlon ZZ-A-2 ha8 been
dlseussed under _ee_ion 5.2.3.2. _e second sta_e _e_ bending mode tre-
query from Section 3.0 for Coz_i_Aration II-A-_ vith a 600 po_ payload
is sll_htly Kreater _han that for a conventional Scout vehicle because of the
absence of the fourth stage motor and the structural stiffening c_ the spin
bearin_ Juncture vlth a M_ cla_p. Therefore, the filter _entioned in
Section _.2.3.2 is suitable fc_ thla application.
_.2._._ 8eeo_ Stage l_Itlon Capture Maneuver
The seooz_t sto_e capture maneuver has been discussed in detail u_der
_eetlon _.2.3.3. However, ccofl_-ration II-A-2 ha8 a payload velsht r_ of
fron _ to 600 pounds vhleh requires addltlo_al dlsoussion. _he destabillzlng
aerod_es _ere taken from Fl_re _._. The maximna second sta_e i_nitioa
d_e pressure u_ed in the oap_a_re maneuver calculation _as hO pound_ per
square foot. Fl_Ire _.2_ presents the seoond sta_e ne_tiated oapture an_e
funotlon of payload _elght.
Complete capture maneuver l_e planes yore ocm_t_d for the _00
and 600 pound paTload vel_te and are presented in Figures 5.28 and _._,
respeotlvely. Yron these l_e planes, total oapture tins and motor-ou time
evaluated. These respective time_ were a_sumed to be line_ with payload
velKht and are presented in Fi_e _._0. The motor-on time _s used to con-
puts the h_osen peroxide consumption required for the se_ s_a_e i_nAtion
oal_e maneuver as a funotlon Of payl_ad vel_ht and is presented in Yi_re 5._I.
_.2.k._ Seo.._n_., _ Boo._ _o_en eerexido qa_..ua_ioa
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is disoussed in Section 5.2.3.k. The average hydrogen peroxide consumption
for these two maneuvers was ii0 pounds with very little variation with pay-
load weight.
9.2._.5 S_ond Stc_e Desdband Re_uotlon Capture Maneuver
The second sta_e deadband reduotion capture maneuver has been dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.3.9. Complete deadband re_uotion capture maneuver
phase plebes were computed for payload weights of 300 and 600 pounds and are
presented iD Yis_s_es 5.32 and 5.33, respeotively. The time variation of
this maneuver was assum_ linear with payload weight and inoree_ed de_be_l.
Figures 5.3_ sad 9.35 present the variation of deextband reduction tlme and
motor-on time with payload weight as a function of increased de_. The
hydrogen peroxide required for the deadband redaction maneuver as a fUnotion
of payload weight a_ iaoreeaed deadhead is presented in Figure 5.36.
5.2.h.6 S_ecnd 8taA_ Coast H_ro_en Per_ide Flow Rate
The second stage coast hydrogen peroxide flow rate has been dis-
oussed in _eotion 5.2.3.6. Fibres 5.37 and 5.38 present the pitoh or yaw
and roll channel duty cyoles as a fumotlon of increased deadba_ and p_yload
weight for Comfi_m_ration II-A-2. The total flow rates for pitoh plus yaw
channels for a .029 and .0698 fabian roll dee_n_ are presented In Figures
5.39 and 5._0, respectively.
9.2._.7 Second 8taRe Coast T lee Ew_luation
The second stage coast time evaluation was discussed in Section 5.2.3.7.
The variables consldeFed in this secticm were seoond stage coast time, pitoh,
2_w, and roll de_dbands, reentry once, payload weight, and thrust misali_-
merit angle. The first comparisons made are t_e variations with pe_vlomd wei_h_.
Fi_es 5._I and 5._2 presents the variation in pi_ch and yaw _ea_bands ami
reentry az_le with aeec_d stage coast time as a fu_otion of payload weight
for roll deadbands of .02 5 and .0698 radians, respectively. In order to see
the direct _riatio_ in pitch and yaw deadbazala with reentry an@Is, Figures _.h_
and 5._h are given. These fi_,xres differ from FixAtes _._i and 5.h2 only in
thmt the second stage coast time variable has been elimi_ted.
To evaluate the effects of thrust misali_nnent angle on second stage
coopt time, a seoond set of cc_nparisons are made showin_ parametric variations
with thrust misali_lment angle for a given payload weight and a _iven roll dead-
_and. Fi_tre 5._ presents the variation in incremental seco_i stage ooe_t
time per .025 degrees of thrust mlsali_nment an_le with pitch and yaw deadbands
for the s_adard roll deadbend of .025 radians as a funotion of l_yload weight.
This data combined with the d_ta in Fixture 5._I was used to obtain the variations
in pitch and yaw deadbands add reentry an@le with seoond sta_ coast time as a
fu_etion of thrust _isali_sment a_le for a standard roll dead, and of .025
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welghts of 300, 400, 500, and 600 pounds, respectively. By elimlnating
second stage ooast time as a variable from each of these figures, a direot
varlaticn of pitch and yaw deadbands with reentry angle is obtained and is
presented in Figures 5.50 through 5.53.
The seecnd part of the peoond oon_Ison are these same variations
assoolated with the .0@8 radlan _kdegrees) roll deadband. Flgure _._
presents the variation in ineremntal seoond stage coast time per .0_5 degrees
of thrust aisalisement angle with pltoh and yaw deadbax_ for a roll deadbe4xl
of .0698 radlans (k degrees ) as fuaotion of payload velght. This data combined
with the data In Figure 5._2 was used to obtain the variations in pitch and
yaw c_md.lmad_ and. reen_y az_le vlth seo_ sta_e ocast tiae as a funotion of
thrust aisali_ment angle for a roll deadband of .0_8 ra_. Fi_Rres _.95
through 5._ presents this paraaetrio data for payload weights of 300, kO0, 500,
and 600 pounds, reepeotively. By elinLlnati_ seoo_d sta_e oce_t tim as a
variable from eaoh of these figures, a dlre_t variation of piteh and _v dead-
bands with reentry angle is obtained and is presented in Figures 9._
thro_ _._.
9.2.k.8 _ir_Stam Com,iCera_o_.
The third stage oo_sl_eratio_s hay been dlsoused in _eetlon _.2.3.8.
Cce_i_ti_ II-A-2 has _eh less destabilizing aerod_ee _ doee Con-
fi_tlon I-A because of the sharp _one payload geometry.
_.z.4.9 _eeptr_ s_a_ stati!It_
The aerody_o center of pressure for the 12._ foot cone payl_
of Co_l_tratlon II-A-2 is presented in Figure 5._. The oenter of _r_vity
preeente_ in Yi_re 5._ is a_tually that for an_ of the payload weights by
definition of the statement of work. Thus, the reentry stage has a stable
statlo _argin of 2_ inehe8.
5.2.9 8eooaa Stm_e KiaABm llltA'_ea S_ly
A _A_ request _as _Me to stud_ the effeots of se_oad stage ain_
nltro_n supply on seoond stage oc_st time. The baslo concept of this oonsi*
deration will be dlseussed later in 8eetion 5.3.
The oonslderatlo_ has been aFplied to Configuration II-A-2. _e
oo_fl_aratlon _ selected at seoond sta_e burnout vlth a 300 poun_ payload
110 I_ of hy_ro_n perceive already oo_s_ed for _apture, booer, and
piteh pro_m maneuver require_ente. The li@ht payload _as ohoeen as it _ould
be the oritieal oase.
The oontrol system used in this analysis is defined In Table 5.1 of
8eetlon 9.2 ._.2 with the OOaSt delay times. The oontrol syste_ tolerances
were ohoeen in sueh a manner as to give o_er_atlve results. Fiteh or yaw
and roll dat7 oyoles were oo_puted as a funotlon of control motor thrust for
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respeotively. The roll duty cyole_s computed for a t_o-motor an_lar roll
aooeleration and plotted as a funotlo_ of a single roll motor thrus_.
The pith, 78_, and roll control motor thrust wLrtation with nitrogen
pressure _s taken from Fl_Lres 5.6_ and 5.69 in Section 5.3. _e maxtnmm
allowable thrust line was used from _h of these fi&_res. The su_mBtloi_i
of the produot8 of Oontrol motor thrust and duty oyole for the pitch, yaw, and
roll motcms dAvlded by the eontrol:motor speciflo impulse produce_hthe total
hydrogen percxl_e flow rat4 as a funotlon of nltro6_n pressure. The wwlatlon
in hydro6_n peraxi4e remedying vith nltro_,en pressure was taken from Fi_tre 5.67
in 8eotton 5.3.
ISerenental seoond stage oonst times were obtained b7 taki_ the
incremental hydmogen peroxide cousume_ for a ohan{_e in nitrogen pressure and
dividlag by the total hydrogen peroxide flow rate ocourring half-wa7 between
the ohange in nitrogen pressure. The nitrogen pressure Inorenente were taken
at 10 psla intervals sl_u:ttag with _0 psla and deoaytng down to _5 psia.
An aoeuuulative s_tioa of see_ stage coast time as a funotion of nitrogen
pressure was thus obtained and is presented in Yi_tre 5.65.
The maxima seoon£ stage ooast time for the mtninum nltroKen suppl7
comsl4eration 18 251 800o048, nowhere near that o_st time required by the
Unooavonticnal Tehiole - 8paoecraft mission requirements. KoveYer, to evaluate
the seo_ stake OOaSt time _ain from this oonsideration, the seoc_d st_ ooast
time was eomputed using a eonstant re_stlated _ psla nitrogen pressure vbioh
resulte_ In 178 8eoond8 of ooast time. A 73 seec_d eoast time _aln is realized
out c_ this minimm nitro£en supply consideration based on 75 pounds of hydrogen
peroxide available for seoond sta_e ooast.
• - I 1||4










5.3.1 In=0_c t 1on
The follo_ing study has been made to determine reaotlon control
system motor thrusts and fuel supply as functions of decaylngre6_lated nitro-
gen pressure for the "B" transition sectlon. This information was necessary
for the Stability and Control Section to ewaluate the effect of the minimum
nltrosen supply (desorlbedbelo_) on vehicle coast time.
5.3.2 saamr_
Based on the initial con_Itlons desorlbe_ in paragraph 5.9.3.2, the
nl_ro6_nl pressure may be expected to drop acoordlng to Figure _.67, reaching
3_0 psla when the fuel supply is exhausted; and, corresponclln@ly, the thrusts
of the pitch-yaw motors and roll motors may be expected to decay according to
Figures 5.68 and _.69.
5.3._ m soussion
5.3.3.l mmtmaa_%trog_n su_z_
If a smaller-than-normal amount of nitrogen were used to pressurize
the r_timl control system, such that, before all the hydrogen peroxide was
expelled, the unre_lated nitrogen pressure dropped to the regulated nitrogen
pressure level, the two would then begin to drop tosether. As a result of the
falling re6_lAted nttro_n pressure, the motor thrusts would begin to decay
an_ the rate of fuel consumptlon would decrease. The net result would be a
longer available coast time, so lon_ as the reduce_ thrusts provid_ sufficient
control forces.
5.5.3.2 InltlalCondltions
The following conditions had to be met to satisfy stabillty and control
requirements:
(a) During the burn phase, ii0 ibs. of hydrogen peroxide are con-
su_ed.
(b) The amount of nitrogen originally charged into the system is
sufficient to m_intaln regulated nitrogen pressure (hence, r_ted
thrust) throughout the burn phase.
5.3._._ Assu_ption8
The following assumptions were made:
(a) At second stake burn-c_t, the unreKulated nitroKon pressure
exao_17 equals_ the re_tlatod nitroKen pressure 8o that the
two 8tart_pplng to_ether i_lately at burn-out. If the
two pressures be_a_e equal any e_rller in the fll@h_, _he
requirement that rated thrust exist throughout burn phase
would be violated. If the equality first oCCUlTed any later













in the flight, unnecessary fuel consumption would occur,
reducln_ the coast time.
(b) Re@_lated nitrogen pressure is 500 pals (_85 psi@). This is
based on an average of all Scout vehicle "B" section regulator
settings used thus far in the program.
(c) Based on prior analysis and in-flight data, the nltrogen tempe-
rature does no_ exceed 120oF.
(d) Below _ pain and 120°F nitrogen behaves as a perfect _s.
The compressibility factor for_nitrogen at _DO psia is 1.0
for all teml)eratures below 180_F.
(e) The usable amount of h_drogen peroxide on board "B" sectlou
is 185 lb. such that 79 lb. is available for the coast phase.
This Is approximately the maximum amount which can be char_d
into the present system.
(f) The nitrogen temperature is constant. Actually, temperature
during a flisht would increase, which would have a tendency
to i_rease the nitrogen pressure. The effect of this would
be an increase in fuel consumption and a corresponding decrease
in coast time.
(g) The hydrogen peroxide temperature is a constant 70°F. While it
is true that the increasing temperatures encountered durin_ a
flight will decrease fuel consumption, experience with previous
flights shows that the change in system perfornmnoe is negll-
gible. The value of 70°F is based on previous in-fllght _ata.
(h) The specific impulse of the motors is approxlm_tely constant.
_e reason f_ _his ass-_-_tion is +_at for bo+_h +_e pit_h-_w
and the roll motors, the fuel flow required for rated thrust is
greater than the most efficient flow based on the catalyst
bed areas, such that the motors will actually operate with
greater efficiency at the lower flow rate. As further Justifi-
cation of the assumption, the fourteen lb. motors in "C"
transition section are throttled down to three lb. with no de-
gradation in the specific impulse.
A_al.ys!s
The volume of the nltrogen system is found as follows:
Ill@U-
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Apply_ _he perfect Be equation of state to the nitrogen system results In
(pv),--(.-,a"r)..
But m, B, and T are oonstant; therefore,
OF
p..(4&ZZ ,..i _ V.,o= ) = _<,-_,,-_
The oonstant m_y be evaluated at burn-out, vhere p,,= Pro. % ; thus
p,,(4&ZZ,,.'-V,,o=) = p,_...(4&ZZ '"'_- Y-,o,e._,--=,-) E<_. (.1')
The volume oooupled by the hydro_n peroxide may be found by notln_ that
Vt%.¢_' = pM,o,
Where m is mass and p is density. Using a density vs. temperature ourve for
90_ (b7 weight) hydrogen peroxide, the density may be found as
0.0..517 L.S,,, O.O00Z _.=_,
P-,.o== "' ,,? - ,..3 "F "r_o,.
r_lgl8,
rrtM_.o z
0.0517 Ls,. O.O00Z Ls.,
,N.I ,.:"F" T"L°=
I. sllaa
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For a resulated nitrogen pressure of 900 psta, a peroxide temperature of 70°F,
a_l fuel mass at burn-out of 75 lb m, the preoed/ng equation be4omes
.,J _Z3'=),.,_,,- 7L,.- 7S _.500
\ Z39 ,.,,,,- 7,.,,.,- m,,,=,. J
.._ ( 157 t.=,,
= 5uU nt,, V Z- - /
\ ,3 _" I,.6m- mNto_./
This relation 18 plotted, as ¥18_re 5.67.
From Figure 5.67 1% t8 seen that when the fuel suppl7 t8 exhaust_A
the nl_ogon pressure Is _0 psla. Wlth data from an aotua_ experimental tes_,
ourye8 shoving thrust vs. ntt_osen pressure are d_avn for t_e plt_h-Tav motors
and the roll motors a8 Figures 5.68 and 5.69, respo_tlvelT. These ourve8 are
extrapolated to tall-ofT at _0 psla (fuel exhaustion). Yl_lly, lines parallel
_o the experimental (m_yos 8_e presented to allow f_ _he permissible ranges
of _%ed thrust.
I- lllll I
s¥ B. E, Shaw
LTV ASTRONAUTICS DIVISION
Ling.Ternco-Vought, Inc.





9.h.O G_zidAnoe System Mo&ific_. _i_ous
5._.i Introduction
The necessity of provid_n_ a wider reaction control system deextband
durin_ second sta_e coast has been discussed elsewhere in this report. The
following discussion describes the changes in the 8uldanoe system circuitry
required to provide the wider doadbands for seoo_l stage coast.
The guidance system was reviewed to determine whether or not the
system could be modified to provide a wider reaction control system de_dband
to be used du_in8 second stage coast. The results of the re_iev has determined
that the system can be modified to provide the necessary gin s_it_hin 8 eu=t
deadbands.
The modifloatlons required are fairly simple and involve the rearrange-
sent of the contacts of relay K_ located on the Gain Control Board which is a
part of the Inertial Referenae Unit. The relay contacts are reacTanCe& such
that resistors are swltohed in the pitch and yaw control channels _hereby pro-
vidin 8 the wider dee_baz_. The mo_ifloatio_8 necessary %0 provide a wider roll
chammel deadband were also determined.
The only changes required In the vehicle wlring involve the inter-
oommeetions of two Intervalometer C_annels wlth the IRP. Wo chanses are re-
quired in the QS_.
5.h.3 Discussion
The most direct means of providin 8 the wider deadbands, i.e., lower
_ains, is to modify the Gain Control Board (GCB) which is a part of the Inertial
Referees PaoMage (iRP). The C_ contains _he relays and resistors which are
used for the normal 3oout gin obe_8_s.
9._.).i
_ain C,on_o I Board
The IBP for the i_0 and subsequent series vehicles is part number
I_ 03, and contains a _CB vhl_h is a revision of the 03B in the earlier
model I_P, part number DOGI_ CI. The revision provided a yaw t_rqui_ capa-
bility. The missiom of the vshiole s_mdied in this report does not require
yaw torquims_therefore_the relay on the G_B which provides this oap_bllit_ is
not needed. It is %hls relay (_) whloh is %0 be used to provide the neoesl_Lry
svlt_him 8 %o obtain the wider deadband.
_be Q_B for the CI model IRP is m_re suitable for modAfloatlom t_
that of the C_ model _ sine relay K% is alread_ partially conneotsd into the
8aln okansim 8 olrcultry and resistor terminal_ are available. _he rose of a
C1 GCB from the _ procurement spares program will provide a use for this oc_-
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series vehicles. Fl@Are 5.70 is a partial schematic of the C1 (_/B, part number
AD932_61, as it is supplied in the IRP _ shown on schematic C86_9. This
board is physically Interchangeable with the (_B in the 03 model IRP.
5. .3.1.1 Pitch, yaw
Flgure 5.71 is a partial schematic of the Cl C_ as modified to provide
a wider deadband for pitch and yaw for second stage coast. The 8sin chan_ing
or widening of the de_dbands is to be accomplished by the switching of gain
resistors by relay l_ and is described as follows :
(a) Relay K2 actuates at second stage ignition providing the gins
for the second stage burn de_dban_s. The second stage pitch
de.riband is set by resistors RI, R3 and R4 in parallel with R2_
in series, with the voltage developed across R2_ going to the
Poppet Valve Electronics Unit (PVE). The second sta_ yaw dead-
band is set by resistors R6, and R8 in parallel with 1_5 in
series, with the vol,_age developed across R25 going to the
PVE. The roll deadband circuitry remains unchanged in this
fi_e.
(b) Relay _ is actuated by the application of 28 volts DC at
P3-19 by a channel of the Intervala:eter after second stage
burnout. When K% is actuated resistors R_ and R8 a_e dls-
commeoted from their respective parallel combinations. The
removal of RI_ causes the pitch deadband to cban_ to a value
set by the parallel oo:biDatlon of R1 and R3 while the new yaw
deadban_, with the removal of RS, is set by the value of R6.
The roll deadband in this circuit arran_nt remains the
same as the deadband set for second stage burn. A Jumper
is added from K% relay terminal 16 to 15 to prevent dis-
ruption of _he roll channel ol_oul_y when _4 I= "-_"t_-.
The ratio of displacement _Dro _ain to rate gyro _aln durin_
second stage coast remains the same as set for second stage
burn.
(c) Just prior to third sta_e i_Itlon relya _ is a_In actuated
by the applloatlon of 2_DC to terminal P3-17, and the
removal of 28 _DC from terminal P5-19. The 28 TIE is
controlled by a second _bannel in the Intervalo:eter.
This a_t_tion of _ returns the gin circuitry to the
condition for second stage btu-n and hence the same
deadbands which existed prior to the initial actuation
of .
5.k._.I.2 Roll Deadbaml'
Fl_tre_5.72 is a partial schematic of the C1 CCB with additional









seoond stage coast. This modlfloatton would not be made should It be determined
that a wider roll deadband is not needed. The ctrouttry is identloal to that of
Figure 5.71 exoept for the :odifioations to add the roll deadband gain change.
The roll dead_md is set for seoond stage burn by the parallel combinatlous of
resistors RI2 - RI3 and RII - R20. The seoc:Id stage coast deadband is obtained
by the actuatlou of relay K_ whleh removes resistors i_12 and R20 from their
respeotive parallel ooabinatious. The second stage coast deadband is then
determined by the _alues of resistors RII and RI2. The ratio of dlsplaoement
gyro gin to rate gyro 8ain resins the same as set for seooud st_e burn 8ains.
AedAtlo   t ations
One additional modlfteatton is required oa the C1 GCB to enable the
C3 I_P to funotlola properly with the C1 (_B installed. A Jumper is oonneeted
between termiasl P3-31 and terainal P3-37. This oc_neetion completes the cir-
cuit to the pltoh _yro torquer. There are no other modlfloations required of
the G_idanee oomponent8.
5. .3.2 Veh!,oZ,e, and
The vehlole wiri_ require= n_difioatlou to oonneot the proper In_er-
valcmeter ehannele to the 11_. The required ¢iroultry is shown In Fi_e 5._
whlob shows that Intervalcmeter ohanael T-28 Is used to ocomsnd seoond sta4p
coast 8ain an4 ohannel T-25 18 used to remove the eee_ stage oosst #pla ..a
to re_l_ly the second stage burn gin and deadban_. Channel T_28 was pre-
viously used to ocemand yaw torquing and channel T-2_ lsa Slate. Xt will be
noted that _ue to the _nt of the lnter_aloaeter ohannel relay oc_taet4
po_er is applied oontiz_ously to one of the relay oolls dependent up_ the
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FIGURE 5._,7. NI'I"ROGEN PRESSURE vS. FUEL
REMAtNttdG FOR "B" SECTION
RE_C'I"ION CONTROL SYSTEM.
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Two vehicle configurations of Scout have been developed to acconmodate the
Hypervelocity Reentry requirements. Case IA configuration has its payload housed
within the Fourth Stage heat shield. Case IIA configuration utilizes no heat shield.
The general arrangement of these configurations is shown in Figure 6.1.
6.1 CAS 
Thisconfiguration is a standard Scout vehicle with the Fourth Stage
removed. Housed within a st_ 34" diameter heat shield and attached directly
to the fourth sta_e sepsration clamp Joint is a 300 pound conical reentry payload.
Figure 6.2 shows this comfigur_tion.
6. i. 1 Payload ConfIA_r&tion
The maxlmumlength of a conical_yload which can be contaimed within the
heat shield has a forward limit at Scout Station -ii.0. For this confi_rstion :the
aft limit is established by clearance with the separation clamp and by space re-
quirement for attaching the payload to the clamp adapter ring. Scout Station98.25
ha4 been determined to be the aft limit. The length of the conical portion of the
reentry body is therefore set at 109.25 inches.
The bo_e diameter of a cone of this length can be no greater than 24.0
inches. This mmybe reduced to 22.0 inches if the aerodynamic effects of the clamp
adapter ring caube tolerated.
The resulting cone half-angle is 6"16' or 5"45' depending on the bo_e
diameter selected.
Provisions m_st be made on the payload to acco_anodate the adapter as shown
in Section C-C of Figure 6.2.
6.1.2 Vehicle Structure
Case _ requires no w_Jor structural modificatlon to the Scout vehicle.
The pe_lood will be attached to the existing Fourth Stage separation Joint at
Station99.70by the use of an adapter ring. Installation aad removal of the
payload will be accomplished by a ring of bolts at Station 98.25. The adapter will
be designed to mmtewiththepayload as shown in Section C-C of Figure 6.2.
6. i. 3 Heat Shield
A standard Scout heat shield, such as 23-OO2860-1, can be modified for this
configuration.
Modifications will consist of special pmyload access doors, p_yloM um-
bilical provisions, and revision to the electrical wire routi_ to the heat shield.
The st_ routing of thewiring to the heat shield is through the Fourth Stase
Upper "D" Section. Since the payload occupies this space in this configuration, &
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PAGE NO. __..._6 _I"
Heat shield separation for this mission will be initiated at the end of
the Second Stage coast period as is typical on all standard Scout trajectories.
6.1.4 Electrical
The only modification required in the Scout Ignition System is the
revision to the Heat Shield and Lower "D" Section wiring harnesses to accomplish
the re-routing shown in Section C-C, Figure 6.2.
In the Guidance System a minor rework is required to add one wire between
the Timerand the IRP, to add one Jumper between two inner channels, and to
relocate the power input of one channel to another channel of the Timer. These
changes are required to accomplish the dead-band switching required for the lor_
coast period.
No provisions are made for an electrical interface with the payload.
6.2 CASE IIA
This configuration is a Scout vehicle with the Heat Shield and Fourth
Stage removed and with a conical payload attached to a modified Spin Table. The
modified area is shown in Figure 6.3.
6.2.1 Payload Configur, .ation
This payload is defined as a 5e half-angle cone with a length of 150
inches. The payload weight will be between 300 and 600 pounds.
Provisions _ast be made on the payload to accommodate an Adapter and a
Spin Table fairing as shown in Section A-A of Figure 6.3.
6.2.2 Vehicle Structure
Strucural modifications for this configuration are limited to the ares
fo____d of Lower "D" Section. Without the Heat Shield to carry the primary vehicle
loads during First and Second Stage operations, the existing Scout spin bearing
Joint is inadequate to provide proper support for this pa_-lc_d. A completely
revised Spin Table Assembly is proposed which will be clamped directly to Lower
"D" Section clamp ring. This will provide a load path which by-passes the spin
bearing. Explosive bolts remove the clamp to free the section for spin-up. Spin-
up and payload separation can then be initiated as in the standard Scout (Ref.
Figure 6.3. ).
6.2.2. i Spin Table AssemblM
A new assembly is provided to which the payload will be attached at
Scout Sta¢lon 98.25. An adapter ring permits the payload to be clamped to the
basic Spin Table structure using a Joint similar to the existing Scout "cold-
seperation Joint." Details of the clamp Joint will only be changed because of
the, larger diameter of the section.
A one-piece shell is proposed between the separation Joint and the spin
bearing. This piece may be mschined from a casting or from a roll-ring forging.
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Rings on each end provide for clamping 5o the "cold-separation" Joint and to the
existing clamp ring on Lower "D" Section. The aft end of the structure will
also serve s_ a housing for the existing Scout spin bearing.
Spin motor installation will be basically unchanged except that, as a by-product
of the redesign, an approxin_te I0_ increase in n_nt arm is obtained.
The aft clamp assembly will be integrated into a fairing which covers the spin
table area.
6.2.2.2 _Spin ..,_b, le ,Fairing
A fairing is required over the S_in Table area to provide thermal
protection for the Section during the early part of the flight. This fairing is
proposed to be made in two identical se_nts. It extends from a lip to be pro-
vided on the p_yload to a point on Lower "D" S_ti_. The segmentm are held in
place by virtue of being attached to the band clamp at Station 103.81. The
detonltion of the explosive bolts on the band clamp frees the sesmenta. Sprir_
ejectors st the section plane force the se_nts away f_ the vehicle in a
_zmer similar to the Sc_t _eat Shield ejection. The s_ne type explosive bolt
will be used on the aft clamp as is used at the payload sel_rstion Joint.
6.2.3 Electrical
• ,ll l
The Scout Ignltion system will be modified to s_coms_te the elimi_tion
of the Ee_t Shield and Fourth Stage ignition functio_ and the addition of the
Spin Table Fairing Clamp seperation f_mction.
A schelatic representing the vehicle ignition system (power ci_uit)
is shown in Figure 6.4. The Spin _kble Fairing Clamp separation requi_s the
use of two additional sets of power control relays. Since no spare relays are
&vail_ble in the present _wer Control Relay Assembly (401-10380), a tandum
P.C.R. Assembly is required. It will utilize the interlock relays in the
present F.C.R. Assembly sud w_A_.....be _u_t.vl_-d_---- _-_;+_-..v+4._.. . ....e,_r_l. _ vhlch are
&vlilable in the _8 channel timer. The existing Third Stage Arming Relay
Assembly (23-00256_) can be used in its present configuration. The Spin Table
Fairing Cls_p circuit will utilize the 25 Inch Heat Shield (Belly Bands ) arming
cos-ands, however, the power circuit wiring to the Arming Relay Assembly _st
be changed to route from the _ev tand_ P.C.R. Assembly i_tead of being perallel
with the 2nd Stage Ignition Circuit. Figure 6.5 shows the tandum P.C.R. _embly
and the wiring changes required for the addition of the Spin Table Fairing Clamp
ignition function. Additior_ wiring is necessary between the Timer and the
tandum P.C.R. Assembly for control of the ignition function.
The spring loaded disconnects for elec_rical separation of the Spin
Motor circuit is eliminated. However, the Spin Motor circuit will r_quire
x_esistors robs lance the power to the sel_rationbolts should a short occur when
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The harness routing will be inside the new Spin Table assembly.
Holes will be cast 90 ° a1_t for mounting connectors onthe adapter's
external surface. Figure 6.6 shows the approximate harness routing.
In the Guidance System, a minor rework is required to add one
wire between the Timer and the I.R.P., to add one Jumper between two timer
channels, and to relocate the power input of one channel to another channel of
the Timer. These changes are required to accomplish the dead-band switching
required for the long coast period.
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7.1 STriPE OBJBCTI_ _ MISSION DBSCRIPTIO]I
I I
The obJeetlTe of the performance portion of thls study 18 to
4eno_trste the &btllty of • three eta4e Scout lameeh vehicle to proWlde
• speelfle4 ataospherle re-entry eewlroamnt spectrum. The nlsston
spectrum to vhleh this stay is addressed is defined as #ol£ovs:
Re-Entry Alt2tude 100,000 feet
Re-Bntz7 Veloelty Maxlaun
Red.try aa Ae -30 to -6o de_rees
P VloM wels t 300 to 600 poends
Re4 .7 Case i: _ne_tralned
Case 2:620:1:I00 nmi.
A psreamtrt¢ stud_f vas eoaduete4 to determine the effects of
_loe4 wJ4ht sad re-entry aaSle in the reaps speetfle4, on re-entry
velootty. These effects are presented below uader Pertoxwaaee Csl_btllty.
The kout, lmmeh facilities at 1_l£ope lslaa4_ Vtri_nls were asmmed sad
the vehlele tr_eetorles were flow: to lmas wlthln 90 asuttesl nlles of
RezwaSs Isling, _alek Is the present rea_ safety criteria.
7.2
The perfonmaee presented Is based on • stan_aa_ Scout
vekiele wlth the fom_h stale an/ asmtated structural transition seet£oas
rem_e_. The conical Ix_load Is •ttaehed, as described in Section 6.0,
to the lover "D" trea_eltloa section.
7.2.1 m PIDD_SIL_ICR
The thrust an/ e_umod-velsht-remsini_ tim bAstorles for
the three notore use4 In this study are lweseated in Tables 7.1 throqih
7.3- _ a_ol IIB use4 as a flrst sta4e ls the motor currently beta_
flmm as the first sta4e of 8eo_t. The Castor II d_ts shown In Table
7.2 :eln_saets _s sdwu_e4 version, e_=Tently under de_e_, of the
pree_lt _o_t seeoa_ sts_. T_ble 7.3 shows per_ozwa_e d_ta des_ribla_
the e_mmnt Seout t]_Ix4 sta_, the X-2'_9 Antares. These notor data
re_reunt anniaal performaee levels for then three motors.
7.2.2 _IO_
Vehlele weight, eenter of _zsvlty sad inertia data are shorn
In 8eetlma 2.0 sad are not repeated here. Bove_r, as noted in 5eetlma 2.0,










baaed on the prel£atasry vet4¢hts since the final vetlhts were not known
tmtil the destsn va4 eolplated. The differences are sasll_ the most
si_tflesnt bei_ the 9 pouad incrse, se In third sta_e weisht. This
iacresse m the velocity mmbers quoted are &pprc_taste_y 30 fps
optlalstie. This diCfere_e _s not deemed significant eac_h to re-
ecalmte all the perfoxasaee data.
7.2.3 Ali_tli_CS
star, Bit of Work (bfercee 1) specifies two b_ie
Tehtele eoafllnrstloas. 0_ (Cut IA) r_Lulres the payload to be eon-
tsla_ within the premmt 3_ 1ash dlsaeter Scout beatshleld. TM otbsr
(Case IXA) specifies .that no hestshleld be u_ed sad the Nl=md be exposed
to the tree strsen durt_ the euttze boost phase of the trs_eetory. The
salt sJ4alftcsnt differe_e beteeen the tvo eases, frosa perforasnee
staadpolnt_ to that the no-hest-sbleld ease, because of its redueed dre4
coefficient, proda:es a sasller dra4 loss durl:_ first sta4e opez_tloa.
The perfaa_saee shams represents the ease with the heetshleld oa, becemae
at the t_m tkAs perfommle vse intt_ll_ deterain_ the dr_ for '_ae
no-keat-sbAeld ease lse not &vaAlable. The result is that for the no-
keat-s_eld ease the veloelty _erformsnce shown is a_tel_ _0 feet
per seeoad lov. TM_ malA 4iffereaee ia velocity did not larrant re-
ecm_mti_ the entire performance speetrua for the as-heat-shield ease.
7.3
The spsetrua of re-entry missions eonsldered ta thts stay m'e
psrtieulazl:r s_lte4 to the three sta4e Scout _ehtcle. The asJorlty of t_
perfccasaee JJ_orsmtion presented represents a booster sta41aK teehnt_
JJa _d_lek the first tw stsKel are flred in rspi_ sequ_ce o_ the Bent
I_K of the trsJeetory, (the seeoa4 sta4e is lgnlted ss soon M the dy--mate
__-_. _ .-____ _ ]._ _f follmrl_ flrst sta4e Izmmout) and the thlrd
stale _ fire4 os the 4escent leK, 4ri_J_ the paylosd bsek 1n¢o the
&t_el_sre. The salt sll_Lfles_t difference betveen theH three
tz_eeteries aad prevto_ly flora Scout trajectories is the seeoad sta_e
eout ttmu. The seeoad sta_ eout tim_s required to provide the
neeemm-y re-eatry sables specified In this study are from t_ to three
tlms as I_ as the preseat Scout control system opersttat_ ltalt.
iio_ever, bY open.t_ the 4ee4bend vidths sad modifyiag the control syste_
Ka4J_ tbe eosst times rmlutr_ eJua be sehle_ed vlth oa_ Blnor modlflsa-
tloas to the present system. These control systma eMan_es are discussed
1_ del_L1 1_ Sectloa 5.0.
In sdditloa to the tvo sts_e sseent - one stalle deseent
stalila_ _nt some performaee i_formtlo_ obttta_ earlier In the











req.ulz'es•If three stakes to be fired in sequence, _upartins &ll the enerKF.
of the boolt4r oyetme to the ]_yloed in • very short time t_ter h_h.
These types of trajectories produce ranKes at re-entry on the order of
2000 to _000 nautical nlles and third stage coast time8 in excess of
2000 seconds. These coast times are 8_aLn beyond the capabilities of the
eurrent control syltme and m0dification8 s 8JJLtlLr to those mentioned
• bove_ vouid he req_l.red to i£ntain attitude control duri_ theme lonK
coast periods. ThXs teehnlque 18 presented more for academie Lnter6st
beeemoe the lonK ran6es to m-entry present problemap partteul_l_ vtth
respect to don ruKo radar trackt_ facilities t which are not praetieal
iJa viev of the satisfactory performance achieved by the other Jte4Lt_
motkod.
Perfornanee data are shorn belov for tvo cases of the tvo
stage Meent one sto_e dneent booster 8tqinK technique. One ease
represents ballistie tr_ectory perfornanee for the entire range of entry
anf_s sad payload veishts. In this cue the ranks to re-entry is not
a trajectory constraint snd is merely the rasp eonoist_at with the
ba3_Lstle perfozlnnee. Hoverer, for the shal_v m-entry 8_Lles, be-
tve_a -30 sad &pproxL_tel_ _8 deKrees (depend_u K on payload vei4_ht),
tko zu_ to m-entry Is too lCt_ to prov2de adequate radar trsekl_ marKLn
the kzluda t_ facilities. For this reason • second fsnlly of
lml_Ormanoe data is preRnted vhXeh corresponds to the ease in vhLeh the
ran_ ls ecmst_ to • uzlmm of apparel7 700 nautical m_les.
AddLl_ the aA42tionsl eonntraLnt of ran_ to the trajectory development
rlquiras the adoption of sbapin6 bechn£ques. These shapinK techniques
require the des_pa of an optimm pitch point_K or attitude proKrmt in
the seeond and third stsKe vhich rill result in • foreshortened ranis.
The utilization of tbXs technX_ue requires that the vehicle no _onKer
fly • be3_Lstie trajectory snd the performance lo88 is • Function of the
severity of the shapL_ required. The performance penalties resulting
from this eonst_Xned ra_e ease are demonstrated in the data presented.
?._
The preeed_J_ _phs have discussed the mission require-
nests, vehicle co_F_Kua_tton _ booster staKing and trajectory _ng
treed in Chi8 sttd7. The follovLnK _hs wll_ discuss and present
the results for the unconstrained 8_d eonst_ ran_ eases.
7.k.I
7._.I.i Three S_e Ascent S_in_
£s nentloned _n pea_4_raph 7.3, ]_uited perform•nee date. vere
obta_ for the three st_e Merest sts4JaS az'z,,u__. In _ T.1
the l_-entry Yelo_tty and m-entry an_e aro presented 84 L_metton8 of
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re-entry re_e for both 300 sad _00 pouad payloads. This performance vas
not exteaded to eDeo_e4s heavier payloads bee&use of the extre_ly lo_
raD_ tr_eetorles resttltl_i from this ste_ teehnlqtte. As v111 be
obTlowl In "the tvo-sta_e-sscent one-statue-descent data vhlch follovs; the
velocity pe_orasaee is co,turtle for the two methods as lo_i u
rsap 2s not coastralaed. Therefore, if heavier payload performance for
thls teehnlqLue shou34 become o1' lnterest the Teloetties shorn in _ 7.3
vmd4 be re]WesentstlTe. The third sts6e eout times requlred to f_ these
trsJeetazles are preseate4 J_ Fllpwe 7.2.
7.3.1.2
_Tvo _ .48eent _ _ Dneent
The basle performaee for this stailaS teehaXqme In the
vaeoastraaa_ rm_ ea_ Ls prexnted _a FJ4ure 7.3. l_.-utz7 veloelty
Is skmm as • funetLon of re-entry range for • ]_ylmul mage fr_ _0 to
600 Immds sad a re-entry path saSle rsnp fr_ -30 to -60 dqrees. Zil
re-emtry eoadttions m at an altltMe of 100p000 feet. The t_eoad st_e
coast tlmes eorrespoadla6 to this performsaee are glTen tn Fl4m_ 7.k.
7.5 presents typical altltude-_ profLles for a -30j
-_5 _ _0 _ rs-e_r7 _ t_tory. Y_ _ profiles am
lea- • k00 ]lmua4 lmTloedl sad shoe Sraphtesll_ the effeet of re-entry eagAe
_a peak _tltu/e_ _ sad trs_eetory positlonJ_ of the thla_ st_e f_a_._.
8_1_ tke i__ale_l posltl_ of these trs_setorles Is showa /Ja
7._. These t_eetory srouna tracks shov the trs_eetor_s pus_
afflm_zatel_ taa_t to the 90 nautical atle rsase _J_e_y eizele az_w_
Zezwa_ Island.
hAstorles of e_tlt_e, ee_ relative veloelty, r_ sad
_th e_ for • _00 po_n_ psyloe_ for -_0, -_ aa4 -60 degrees re-early
saSles am sbovn _a FJ4u=es T.7, 7.8 add 7.9, res]_eet_.el_. Flsure %10
__i & _l_ity ._.___ _altltude plot for the same set of trajectories.
7._.2
_ICA_
A n_alnsl _ to Bers_a_ is _0 _tieal _Lles. Yhls st_
a _ nsutieal a11s tol_mnee o_ thls tsar. _e£e_ to
7._ It ema be seen that • portion of the skalXov re-e=try aa41a
]_ez_maee Ls outeL4e this rsn_ toleraaee. As d_ews_ above, sbsplag
teekaiqt_e vere applied to the tra_etory d_nm_at la this re_o_
reetrietl_ the ra_e to 700 n_utieaA tulles. The velocity perforna_e
vltk _ ee_sta_ is presented in _ 7.11 u • i_m_tioa of payloed
velil_ aml re-entry aag£e. The follovl_ table shove • velocity eo_arlson












21,480 _ 21,030 1_. _50 l_s20,870 20,:;20 t_. 360 1_.
500 20,L_0 tim 20,020 1_. 2_O
600 19,7.50 tl)s 19,620 _s 130 _s
_SiJj t_toz7 Idl_la6 II.lJIO •t_eetll mmoa4 sta_e Ooeat time sad this et_eet
is siam ia ]Pilm_ 7.12.
7.5
TILts stWl:r slso tael_es oae copy of • selecte4 set o£ the
dlsitsl e_r out]mr 11sti_s. This set _r 11sttap t_lu4es tvelve (12)
tlqlJN_s z_In_lmntsttTe o1' the _oastz_tae4 _ case sa4 etabt (8)
tza_leetozdLes z_]i_eseRtstlTe of the eoastz_laid z_u_e cue. The t_eetoz7
book _tslas • aetalla4 ta4ez ot these tzaJeetorles.










































































































































































•"_ ,-,- _k_ I..w ._ 666.80
e6.oo e.a.o78.9 51e.19
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The results of thermal analyses relating to the unconventional vehicle -
spacecraft configuration are presented in this section. The effects of the
proposed vehicle configuration and trajectory on the heating of structure and
internal components aft of Statio_ 106 are determined, and the heating of the
new structure forward of Station 106 is investigated.
8.1 ANALYSIS
8.1.1 Aero T =IcHeati Ana sis
Aerod_c heating rate and transient structural temperature calcula-
tions were performed using IBM 7090 Routine LVV622 (reference Q ). The boost
trajectories presented in Section 7 corresponding to entry angles of -30@, -45",
and -60e for a 300 pound payload were used, with local flow conditloms determined
by standard hand methods (reference R ). In determining skin temperatures dur-
ing the lomg seco_ sta6e coast _eriod_ solar heatir_ was luc!-,ded.
8.I.2 Internal Heati_ Ar_vSlS
IBM 7090 Routine LW601 (reference S ) was used in ccm_utlng the
c_omen_ temperatures presented herein.
8.2
8.2. i Aero_ymamlc Heat ing
Framthe standpoint of aerod_amic heating, the Case I A configuration
is identical to the standard Scout vehicle. Thus, the structural temperature
data for standard Scou*..__th Castor II motor stack is applicable, and no addi-
tionalthermal protection is required.
For Case II A-2 the local flow conditions resulting from the 9" half-
angle cone are less severe than those resulting from the standard Scout heat
shlel_ configuration, thus lea_ing to lower aero_c heating rates and
correspondingly lower skin temperatures for this case. The computed transition
'D' Section transient ski_ temperatures for Case II A-2 are shown in Figure 8.I,
with the corresponding Case I A temperatures (standard Scout). The peak tem-
perature for Case I A is seen to be lO0°F higher than the maximum Case II A-2
value. Upper 'B' Section skin temperatures for Case II A-2 were calculated in
support of the iuterz_l heating amalysis discussed later in this seotiom.
Figures 8.2_ 8.3, an_ 8.4 show Upper 'B' inside skin temperature as a function
of time for the long co_st time trajectories corresponding to entry angles of
-So', -6o', respecti  .
Another area of-concera with re_&r@ to Case II A-2 waa the spin table
fairing located at Station 103.68. Co_ute_ temperatures for this fairing and
the separation clamp explosive bolt are shown in Figure 8.5. The peak tempera-
ture of the explosive bolt is llOeF, well below the allowable limit of 300eF.
The fairlmg temperatures are shown in support of Section I_.












8.2.2 Internal Heating Results
8.2.2.1 Base 'A' and Lower 'B' Sectioms
J
The thermal envlror_ent encountered by the vehicle skin as stated in
_otion 8.2.1, far unconventional l_load _Issions, is the same as or less
severe than that of the comventiom_l Scout mission. The fli@ht daratiom is the
same for Base 'A' and Lower 'B' Sections for either mission. Therefore, the
temperature histories of components located in Base 'A' and Lower 'B' Sections
should be the same on unoomventiomal payload missions as on conventional l:m,,Y-
load missions.
8.2.2.2
']3'and Lower ,o,Se i,,,o 
The duratiom of second stage coast is considerably longer for uncon-
vemtlorml l_Yload missions tlmn for the basic 8oout design mission (4_0 seconds
as opposed to 180 secomds). This results in increased heating of components
located in Upper 'B' sad Lower 'C' Sections. The increase in component heating
is not significant in Lower 'C' Section. However, the increase in heating is
significant in Upper 'B' Section primarily due to the influence of the Castor
TT nozzle.
The Castor II motor has not teen flown to date, and _ preliminary
imformation is available on %he Castor II nozzle temperature. A prelimlmsa7
therms/ amalysls has been made for 'B' Section components with the Castor II
nozzle installed. This amalysis oonsi_rs a Scout maximum aerod_c heating
trajectory and a 2_0 seoomd, seoomd stage coest. The vehicle skin temperature
used in this analysis is given on Figure 8.6, along with the Castor II nozzle
temperature. The Castor II nozzle temperature was adjusted frum atmospheric
test oonditioms to flight conditions.
Results of the am_lysis are presented on Figures 8.6 through 8.18.
As these figures show, there are no component heating problems in 'B' Section
with the Castor II motor on basic Scout missions.
The results of the basic Scout mission analysis were extrapolated to
apply to unconventional payload Cases I A and II A-2. However, the unconvon-
tlomal payload trajectories provide lower vehicle skin temperatures as well as
ic_ger second stage coast intervals than were considered in the basic Scout
analyses. Therefore, the most critical components, the h_drogen peroxide and
nitrogen supply lines, were analyzed for unconventiomal payload, Case ii A-2
which provides the most severe vehicle skin temperature (Figure 8.2) of the
unconventiomal payload missions. The results of this analysis are presented
e_ Figure 8.19. As this figure shews, no adddticmml insulation is required
em either the h_drogen peroxide supply lines or the nitrogen supply lines for
the Case II A-2 configuratica. Based on this analysis and on the analysis of
cure,orients for the basic Scout mission, it is concluded that there are no
severe component heating problems in 'B' Section during unoonventicmal pay-
_d mlssioms. A_y problems which exist, such as the overtemperature l_Erogen
pero_l_ storage tan]m shown on Figure 8.5 , can be solved by addition of local
insulation to the ccaponent.












8.2.2.3 Upper 'C' Section
The thermal enviromnent in Upper 'C' Section is less severe for the
_conv_xtiocml pecloe_ missions than in the basic Scout design misslon. The
basic design is for no second stage coast an& a 600 second third sta_e coast,
duriDg which time the section components are heated by the nozzle. On the un-
conve_io_sl l_Yload _LIssions there is a 4_0 sec_d, second stage coast during
which the third sta_e nozzle is cold, and there is very little third stage
coast. Therefore, no component hsatln8 problems are expected in Upper 'CI
Section.
8.2.2._ Tra_l¢ion 'D' Section
The thermal en_nt in 'D' Sectlon is less severe for _conven-
floral payload missions than fo¢ the _mic Scout design mission. The aero-
d_c heati_ is less severe, and the mission d_ratlon is shorter. There-
fore, no component heating problems are expected in 'D' Section.
8.3 CORClUSlO_
The existi_ Scout transition sections ma_ he used in the unoc_ven-
tlo_al vehicle - spacecraft coD_tlc_ wiChout ad_tic_ external thermal
proteeti_. Sum internal c_nts located in Upper 'B' Sectio_ m_7 require
addlticaal i_sulEtio_ as a result of the long second stage coast time, an_
actual quantities of i_sulation required will be calculated when further Castor
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